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Abstract 
 
In Tuve outside of Gothenburg one of Volvo Trucks’ factories for final assembly is located. 
In the same plant the Frame factory is located, manufacturing frame sides for the Tuve 
assembly lines, as well as other foreign plants. Companies in the heavy trucks market have 
been operating in high capacity utilization for several years and the Frame factory at the Tuve 
plant is no exception. Customer demand is exceeding current production rate at the Tuve 
Frame factory and volume increases have been incremental since last major reconstruction in 
2005. Shifting bottlenecks are a major issue at the Frame factory and an investigation of the 
production line and the planning process is requested to detect possibilities for capacity 
increases without major investments in new machines.  
 
The purpose of the thesis is to investigate Volvo Trucks’ frame side production line and give 
recommendations for controlling order releases and increasing line capacity. The goals are to 
define the current state of the production line and its’ constraints, develop an order release 
method, and to build a simulation model for testing of order release methods and examining 
constraint behavior. 
 
The authors examined the production line with first hand observations of the process flow and 
work methods. Logging statistics, process documents, time studies and interviews with 
personnel at the Frame factory were used as input for the empirical description, constraint 
analysis and simulation testing. A tool for analysis and experiments was discrete event 
process simulation in AutoMod™. 
 
The current state of the Frame factory is a high volume general flow shop with small buffer 
stocks and closely arranged resources similar to lines described under the Just-in-time 
ideology. Highest utilization is found in two early stations for punching and plasma cutting. 
The Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) is close to 60 percent in both stations which 
show high levels of down time and speed losses. Product types with varying operating times 
in Capacity Constraint Resources (CCR) create shifting bottlenecks unless scheduling of order 
releases is leveled. Since buffers are small in the Frame factory, unleveled scheduling will 
risk starving or blocking CCRs which reduces throughput. 
  
Recommendations are to focus on the punching machines and the plasma cutter as 
bottlenecks. According to Theory of Constraints, concentrating on other resources will not 
increase throughput but could reduce lead time and WIP. A short setup time in the Rollformer 
is critical to avoid starving the punching machines. Keeping the Punching buffer stocks filled 
before the setup begins allows setup time variations without decreasing throughput. The 
largest contributor to differences in lead time, WIP and throughput is high variations in 
availability in CCRs. The current manual logging of machine losses cannot account for all 
losses at current rate and recommendations are to install automatic logging in CCRs. The 
product mix should be monitored to maintain a leveled workload in resources to avoid the 
shifting bottleneck phenomenon. Releasing orders with consideration of short term loading in 
CCRs gives small increases in throughput of the production line. 
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Sammanfattning 
 
I Tuve utanför Göteborg ligger en av Volvo Lastvagnars fabriker för slutmontering. I samma 
fabrik finns balktillverkningen som tillverkar ramsidor till slutmonteringen i Tuve och andra 
utländska fabriker. Företag inom den tunga lastbilsindustrin har arbetat under högt 
kapacitetsutnyttjande de senaste åren och balktillverkningen vid Tuvefabriken är inget 
undantag. Kundbehovet överskrider den nuvarande produktionsvolymen vid Tuves 
balktillverkning och volymökningar har varit marginella sedan senaste stora investeringen 
under 2005. Skiftande flaskhalsar är ett stort problem vid balktillverkningen och en 
undersökning av produktionslinan och planeringsprocessen är efterfrågad för att påvisa 
möjligheter för kapacitetsökningar utan större investeringar i nya maskiner.  
 
Syftet med detta examensarbete är att undersöka Volvo Lastvagnars balktillverkning och ge 
rekommendationer för styrning av orderutsläpp och kapacitetsökningar i linan. 
Målsättningarna är att definiera nuläget för produktionslinan och dess begränsningar, utveckla 
en metod för orderutsläpp och att bygga en simuleringsmodell för att testa 
orderutsläppsmetoder och undersöka flaskhalsbeteende.  
 
Författarna undersökte produktionslinan med primära observationer av processflödet och 
arbetsmetoder. Loggningsstatistik, processdokument, tidsstudier och intervjuer med personal 
vid balktillverkningen användes som indata i den empiriska beskrivningen, flaskhalsanalysen 
och simuleringstester. Ett analysverktyg som användes var diskret processimulering i 
AutoMod™.  
 
Nuläget för balktillverkningen är ett högvolym-linjeflöde med små buffertar och tätt 
arrangerade maskiner liknande produktionslinjer som beskrivs inom Just-in-time. Högsta 
kapacitetsutnyttjandet återfinns i de två tidiga stationerna för stansning och plasmaskärning. 
Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) ligger nära 60 procent i båda stationer vilket visar på 
stora förluster i nedtid och hastighetsförluster. Produkttyper med varierande cykeltider i 
kapacitetsbegränsande resurser skapar skiftande flaskhalsar om planeringen inte balanseras. 
Då balktillverkningens buffertar är små kommer ett obalanserat orderutsläpp riskera att 
blockera eller svälta kapacitetsbegränsande resurser vilket minskar genomflödet. 
 
Rekommendationerna är att fokusera på stansmaskinerna och plasmaskäraren som flaskhalsar. 
Enligt Theory of Constraints kan man inte öka genomflödet genom att fokusera på andra 
resurser, men minska ledtider och PIA. Korta ställtider vid rullformaren är kritiskt för att 
undvika svältning av stansmaskinerna. Fyllda stansbuffertar innan ställtiden börjar tillåter 
större variationer i ställtid utan att minska genomflödet. Största orsaken till variationer i 
ledtid, PIA och genomflöde är höga variationer i tillgänglighet i kapacitetsbegränsande 
resurser. Nuvarande manuella loggning av maskinförluster motsvarar inte alla förluster vid 
nuvarande volymer och rekommendationen är att installera automatisk loggning i dessa 
resurser. Produktmixen bör styras genom en balanserad arbetsmängd i maskiner och därmed 
undvika fenomenet med skiftande flaskhalsar. Orderutsläpp med hänsyn till kortsiktig 
belastning av kapacitetsbegränsande resurser ger små ökningar av genomflödet i hela 
produktionslinjen. 
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Definitions 
The most frequently used definitions and terms are explained briefly. 
 

    

Output rate The rate a process delivers parts 

Cycle time 1 / Output rate 

Throughput rate The rate a system delivers parts 

Makespan Time to complete a group of jobs 

Throughput time Time between first operation until delivery into an 
inventory 

Lead time Time between order arrival and delivery 

Takt time Maximum cycle time allowed to meet demand 

Work-in-process 
(WIP) 

Total amount of products being fabricated, waiting in 
queue or storage 

Setup time Time elapsed in a machine to change from one product to 
another 

Overall equipment 
effectiveness (OEE) 

A measure of actual equipment effectiveness taking 
availability, performance and quality in consideration 

Tractor frame Frame used in trucks for pulling semi-trailers 

Rigid frame Frame produced for trucks with integrated load unit 

Innerline frame Complementary frame to Tractor and Rigid 

Australia frame  “Blank” frame delivered for the Australian market 
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1. Introduction 
In this chapter the reader is introduced to the automotive industry, Volvo Trucks and the 
background to the current situation at the Frame factory. The purpose is presented in the end.  
 

1.1. Volvo Trucks and the industry 
 
The advantages of speed and flexibility make trucks a first choice in inner city freights and a 
top choice in intercity freights. Today, small trucks with a total weight up to 6.35 tons make 
up 92 percent of the market while medium trucks and large trucks over 16 tons each make up 
four percent of the market. In medium and large trucks the frames have remained separate 
from the cab and the body in contrast to light trucks which employ an integral solution. 
(Encyclopedia Britannica, 2007)  
 
According to AutomotiveWorld.com (2008 I), the European market for new heavy trucks has 
been in grow-grow-grow mode since 2003, with a large contributor from the European 
Union’s expansion to eastern countries. Meeting the high market demand is resulting in 
stretched industrial systems with increasing production costs. The supplier network is also 
operating at high capacity utilization (Chart 1.1) leading to increased pressures on purchased 
components until new capacity investments are in place (AutomotiveWorld.com, 2008 II).  
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Chart 1.1 Capacity utilization in Swedish automotive industry. (Statistiska centralbyrån, 2007) 

Volvo Trucks delivered an estimate of 105 000 trucks worldwide in 2006 of which about 
103 000 are heavy trucks above 16 tons. This makes Volvo Trucks the third largest producer 
of heavy trucks in Europe with a market share of approximately 15 percent (Volvo Trucks 
Global, 2008). The largest markets are Europe and North America. The largest production 
facilities are New River Valley in USA, Ghent in Belgium, and Gothenburg in Sweden.  
 
Volvo Trucks is owned by the Volvo Group which is also owner of Mack Trucks, Renault 
Trucks, and Nissan Diesel. The group has a vision to be valued as the world’s leading 
provider of commercial transport solutions. Core values of the group are Quality, Safety and 
Environmental care. In 2007 the group employed over 90 000 people, whereas Sweden is the 
single most country of employment.  
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1.2. Problem background 
 
In Tuve just outside Gothenburg one of a total of nine assembly plants are located. Here 
trucks have been assembled since 1982 and today 2400 employees are working at the plant. 
The plant assembles heavy duty trucks, produce chassis frame sides, and supply foreign plants 
with material.  
 
Volvo Trucks’ frame side production is located next to the assembly lines and shipping 
department in Tuve. Frame sides consist of two side members which are assembled with 
crossing members, creating the frame of the truck chassis. A frame side is produced only 
upon a customer order and sometimes specialized upon customer specifications. The largest 
customers of the Frame factory are the two assembly lines in Tuve and Ghent, Belgium. Other 
frames are shipped in packing batches to the assembly lines in Africa and Asia. The Frame 
factory also delivers a small amount of frame sides to the assembly line in Brisbane, 
Australia. Sequencing in shipping and assembly demands high levels of on-time delivery 
from the frame side production.  
 
Today the Volvo Group uses three frame side factories in Europe. The Tuve factory is the 
only one of these which is owned by the Volvo Group while other facilities are used for 
subcontracting. Higher cost efficiency from placing production at the Tuve factory creates a 
demand that exceeds the current production rate.  
 
The frame side production line in Tuve was completed in 1990 with a capacity of 40 000 
frame sides. Since 1990 improvements have been made to increase capacity which now 
reaches 70 000 frame sides annually. Due to bottlenecks, increases in production have been 
incremental since last major reconstruction in 2005. The goal is to produce 72 000 frame sides 
during 2008, which was expected after the reconstruction.  
 
Possible bottlenecks are identified in the production line. From experience, the Punching 
machines and the Plasma cutter are two main bottlenecks depending on length and type of 
frames produced. Long frames belonging to Rigid trucks, need more time in the Punching 
machine while shorter frames, intended for Tractor trucks need more time in the Plasma 
cutter. The Surface treatment is also a bottleneck identified due to product type when 
producing the longer Rigid and Australia frames. The latter pass through several resources 
unprocessed, but use the Surface treatment, making it a temporary bottleneck. Bottleneck 
management concerning product mix issues, order release functions, and performance 
measurement are issues needed to be addressed at the Tuve factory.  
 

1.3. Problem area 
 
A line flow is preferable when volumes are high with the advantages of faster processing 
rates, lower inventories and less time lost to setups and materials handling (Krajewski et al., 
2007). In line flows or manufacturing cells, resources can be tightly coupled and the whole 
line only has as much capacity as its constraining resource. The first task in choosing 
measures of capacity is to identify resources that are critical and in short supply (Vollmann, 
2005). 
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A bottleneck is a special constraint referring to capacity shortage of a process and is also 
called capacity constraint resource (CCR). It is defined as a process that limits an 
organizations’ ability to meet production volume, product mix or demand fluctuations 
(Krajewski et al., 2007). Bottlenecks can be found looking at the average waiting line ahead 
of the machine where the machine with the longest waiting line is considered to be the 
bottleneck. Roser et al. (2001) claims that the accuracy of this method is questionable when 
buffers have limited size. When machines are capable to process different types of products 
the bottleneck may not be a single machine but instead the bottleneck can shift location over 
time and this phenomena is called shifting bottlenecks (Lawrence & Buss, 1994).  
 
The key principle in Theory of constraints (TOC) is that the bottleneck should be scheduled to 
maximize their throughput while adhering to promised completion dates (Krajewski et al. 
2007). Finite capacity scheduling aims to control the releases of jobs with respect to short 
term loading on the work centers and thereby controlling waiting lines and the amount of 
Work in process (WIP). When over- or under loading occur jobs are rescheduled to an earlier 
or later time to achieve a more leveled loading (Mattson and Jonsson, 2003). To examine 
realistic, multiple workstations, multiple jobs, scheduling situations, simulation models are 
useful. Different sequencing rules can be tested and different performance measures can be 
used in the model. (Hopp & Spearman, 2001) 
 

1.4. Purpose 
The main purpose is to investigate Volvo Trucks’ frame side production line in Tuve. 
Focusing on bottlenecks, product mix, and the production environment will lead to a 
suggestive method for controlling order releases and increasing line capacity. Testing 
performed in a simulated environment will show interactions between focus areas. 
 

Goals: 

 Defining current state of the production line and its constraints 
 Developing a comprehensive and useful order release method 
 Building a simulation model for constraint and order release testing 

 

1.5. Delimitations 
The frame side production line will be delimited from the shipping process and the shipping 
inventory which is located after the finished goods inventory. The handling and ordering of 
raw material will be excluded. 
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2. Methodology 
This chapter explains how the research work was conducted. The authors will discuss 
important issues such as tools for investigation, validity, and reliability. A schematic map 
over the thesis methodology can be found in Figure 2.1.  
  

2.1. Thesis framework 
 

2.1.1. Research approach 
 

The first stage of the research work consisted of gaining an understanding of the given 
problem. Symptoms of the problem were described by Volvo and a pre-study of the 
production was undertaken by the authors. This resulted in a problem definition and a purpose 
which can be seen in Chapter 1. 
 
According to Saunders (2007) a research approach can be either deductive or inductive. The 
deductive research approach develops a theory and hypothesis and designs a research strategy 
to test the hypothesis. The inductive approach means collecting data and developing theories 
as a result of data analysis. When conducting research in natural science, the common 
research approach is to use deduction which has its basis in laws which are thoroughly tested. 
Robson (2002) points on five important stages in deductive research: 
 

1. Deducing a hypothesis from theory 
2. Expressing the hypothesis in operational terms, which propose a relationship between 

two specific concepts or variables. 
3. Testing the operational hypothesis 
4. Examining the specific outcomes of the inquiry. 
5. If necessary, modifying theory according to the findings. 

 
The main areas after defining the problem were Constraint management, Process mapping, 
Planning, Performance measurement, and Simulation. After investigating theories that were 
applicable to the problem, the authors could state that there existed extensive theory and 
models in the problem area. Thus, a deductive approach was chosen and the authors used 
theory to investigate the problem by formulating hypotheses to be tested in the real system or 
in the simulation model. 

 
2.1.2. Research strategy 

 
There are different research strategies which can be used to solve a problem and test a 
hypothesis. Robson (2002) defines a case study as “a strategy for doing research which 
involves an empirical investigation of a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real 
life context using multiple sources of evidence”.  The case study approach gives a rich 
understanding of the context of the research and the processes being enacted. The case study 
research is often used in explanatory and exploratory research. The data collection techniques 
employed can vary and be used in combination.  Most of the different techniques can be used, 
for example, interviews, observation, documentary analysis, and questionnaires. A need of 
triangulating the data collected can exist. Triangulation refers to the use of different data to 
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ensure that the data tells the researcher what is expected. This means that qualitative data can 
be used to ensure that quantitative is correct and vice versa. An experimental study 
investigates whether changes in one independent variable causes changes in another 
independent variable. Experimental studies are used to give the researcher answers to “how?” 
and “why?” questions. The experiment includes planned intervention or manipulation to one 
or more of the chosen variables. The measurement of the system should be done on a small 
number of dependent variables. In an experiment there should be a random allocation of 
samples to the experimental system. (Robson, 2002) 
 
The research strategies used were the case study and the experimental strategy. The empirical 
description served to gain detailed knowledge of the process flow and work methods. This 
description was based on first hand observations of the process, operator logging, machine 
logging, process documents and interviews with production technicians, production managers, 
production planners and operators. A tool for analysis and experiments was process 
simulation. Testing hypothesizes in a simulation model was considered to be an experiment. 
The manipulated variables in the system were order release sequence, product mix, and setup 
times. The measured variables were throughput, utilization, lead time, waiting lines, and work 
in process. 
 

2.2. Empirical and theoretical studies 
 

2.2.1. Theoretical framework 
 

Process mapping theories were used in order to analyze the process flow and to use 
definitions relevant to the system. Theories applicable to the problem examine the constraint 
management and handling of bottlenecks. Planning strategies were important in order to 
develop a feasible planning model which could be implemented. The literature used was 
found in the library at Luleå University of Technology and at the Chalmers Library in 
Lindholmen, Gothenburg. Search words used were “Simulation”, “Planning”, “OEE”, 
“Theory of Constraints”, and “JIT” along with abbreviations and combinations of these. Web 
based resources used were found through Luleå University of Technology’s e-journals and 
databases such as Ebsco and Emerald. Google Scholar was also used with mentioned search 
words.  
 

2.2.2. Process description 
 

In testing the hypotheses in deductive research, collection of quantitative data is used 
predominantly along with qualitative data.  The research should be structured to ease 
replication of the research. The researcher should also attempt to generalize its results into a 
larger context (Saunders et al, 2007). Collected data can be considered either primary data or 
secondary data. Primary data is collected for the first time and can be done through 
interviews, questionnaires, and time-studies. Secondary data is already collected data which 
could derive from business reports, web pages and company records (Dahmström, 2005).  
 
Primary quantitative data was collected by performing time studies and examination of 
logging devices. Examples of data gathered in time studies were cycle times, setup times, 
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transportation velocities, and buffer sizes. Data collected from machines aimed to determine 
availability in each machine. Secondary quantitative data was collected from customer order 
statistics, sales levels, and operator registered down time. Primary qualitative data was 
gathered from several interviews with production management, technicians, and production 
personnel. The interviews were mostly semi-structured since the authors needed explanation 
of complex process functions and work methods which could be left out in a structured 
interview. Other secondary data was collected through internal web and external web. 
Information systems provided information about production statistics. 
 

2.3. Tools for analysis 
 
There are different notions of the quality of measurements and in research; validity and 
reliability are commonly used. According to Ejvegård (2003) validity is when the measure 
device is measuring what is intended to be measured. Reliability state how trustworthy and 
adaptable a measuring device is (ibid.). If the reliability is low the validity can be said also to 
be low but high reliability does not imply high validity (Wolming, 1998) 
 

2.3.1. Constraint analysis 
 

Data collected from the process was interpreted to useful information about time consuming 
activities in resources. Process data was verified from process managers and technicians. 
Most of the analysis was undertaken in a spread sheet environment. Time studies performed, 
covering every machine and transportation equipment, was used in the analysis. The machines 
were measured working at ideal cycle times, that is, not broken, idle, blocked, or starved. The 
authors found that some resources’ cycle times were linearly dependant on length. The other 
resources’ cycle times mainly depended on product type. The authors then used average 
length and type to calculate machine hour utilization in resources.  
 

2.3.2. Simulation model 
 

When verifying a simulation model the aim is to make sure that the model is correctly built. 
According to Banks et al. (2005) this is done by controlling the input parameters and logical 
structure of the real system is correctly represented in the computer. The easiest way to verify 
the model is to observe output reasonableness or if the model is animated, the builder can 
verify that the model imitates the real system. While verification of the model makes sure that 
the model is correctly built, validation has the function to secure that the right model is built. 
In the validation process, the model is compared to the real system to ensure that the model 
and real system behavior corresponds with each other. Validation is often done by calibration 
to improve the model. The calibration is repeated until the model accuracy is judged 
acceptable. When constructing a computerized model the software often let the user choose 
between several distributions for random inputs but choosing the right distribution may not be 
obvious. The author says that if only random failures occur, the exponential distribution may 
be selected as time to failure distribution. If failures occur regularly, uniform or normal 
distribution will be a more appropriate distribution. The same distributions can be used for 
time to repair (ibid.). 
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The simulation software AutoMod ™ was used for testing planning methods. AutoMod™ is a 
utility developed by Brooks Software. This simulation tool was used since some in-house 
competence in this software already existed at Volvo. Validating the model was a major issue 
and this was done through comparing the graphic simulation model with observations from 
the real process. Resource cycle times, work in process, and lead times were compared 
between the model and the gathered process information which indicated small deviations. 
Larger deviations were initially found in throughput assumingly depending on the use of high 
availabilities in resources. Availability in resources was lowered to strengthen working 
validity of the simulation model and the finished model throughput corresponded to current 
targeted throughput. The occurrence and magnitude of failure was considered random and 
exponential distributions were used for mean time to failure and mean time to repair.  
 

2.4. Results and Recommendations 
 

The restrictions of the planning method derive from the context in which it is to be used. The 
current system is handled manually and therefore a manual planning method was created. A 
problem is that a planning method based on the restrictions of the system needs to be 
reconstructed after major changes in the system. Making the planning model robust to 
changes was therefore a large concern from the authors’ side. Performance measures as also 
identified as an area for improvement and was fitted to the environment. Performance 
measures, planning method, and constraint analyses are summed up in a constraint working 
method. 
 

 

Results and 
recommendations

Tools for 
analysis

Empirical and 
theoretical studies

Thesis framework

Constraint working 
method

Constraint 
analysis

Theory in TOC, 
JIT, Planning, and 

Simulation

Deductive 
research approach

Process 
description

Case study and 
experimental 

research strategy

Testing

Building & Validating

Simulation model

 
 
Figure 2.1 Thesis methodology 
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3. Theory 
In this chapter the reader will be presented with theory regarding bottlenecks, inventory, 
capacity measurement, and different levels of planning. Finally, the concept of simulation is 
presented to the reader. 
 

3.1. Constraint management 
 

3.1.1. Capacity Constraint Resources 
 

A system or a process must have at least one bottleneck; otherwise its output would be 
unlimited. Krajewski et al (2005) identify three kinds of constraints; physical (machines, 
labor, quality), market (demand less than capacity), and managerial (policy, mind-set). 
A constraint is any factor that limits the performance of a system and restricts its output. A 
bottleneck is a special constraint referring to capacity shortage of a process and is also called 
capacity constraint resource (CCR). It is defined as a process that limits an organizations’ 
ability to meet production volume, product mix or demand fluctuations.  
 
When machines are capable to process different types of products the bottleneck may not be a 
single machine but instead the bottleneck can shift location over time and this phenomena is 
called shifting bottlenecks (Lawrence & Buss, 1994). The bottleneck is usually represented by 
the process with the lowest capacity and longest throughput time. This can mean that the 
process with the highest unit time can represent the bottleneck or the process with the highest 
average utilization and total workload could be the bottleneck (Krajewski et al., 2005). The 
bottleneck can also be found looking at the average waiting line ahead of the machine where 
the machine with the longest waiting line is considered to be the bottleneck. Roser et al. 
(2001) claims that the accuracy of this method is questionable when buffers have limited size. 

 
3.1.2. Theory of constraints 

 
The Theory of constraints (TOC) was introduced by system analyst and author Eliyahu 
Goldratt in the second half of the 1980’s. It is a management philosophy stating that each 
system has at least one constraint preventing an organization’s progress towards its goal and 
the constraint is an opportunity for improvements (Rahman, 1998).  
 
The key principle of TOC is that the bottleneck should be scheduled to maximize their 
throughput while adhering to promised completion dates. A difference between TOC and 
traditional cost accounting is that traditional cost accounting looks at improving individual 
processes and making them more cost efficient. TOC has a systems view on how the 
processes can be improved to increase the company’s work flow or reduce its inventory and 
workforce levels. According to TOC it is always best to utilize the bottleneck maximally in 
order to maximize throughput. The seven key principles of TOC focus on both efficient use 
and scheduling of bottlenecks and improving process flow and throughput (Krajewski and 
Ritzmann, 2005): 
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Seven key principles of TOC 
 

1. The focus should be on balancing flow, not on balancing capacity 
 

2. Maximizing the output and efficiency of every resource will not maximize the 
throughput of the entire system. 

 
3. An hour lost at a bottleneck or a constrained resource is an hour lost for the whole 

system. In contrast, an hour saved at a non-bottleneck resource is a mirage because it 
does not make the whole system more productive. 

 
4. Inventory is needed only in front of the bottlenecks in order to prevent them from    

sitting idle, and in front of assembly and shipping points in order to protect customer 
schedules. Building inventories elsewhere should be avoided. 

 
5. Work, which can be materials, information to be processed, documents, or customers, 

should be released into the system only as frequently as the bottlenecks need it. 
Bottleneck flow should be equal to the market demand. Pacing everything to the 
slowest resource minimizes inventory and operating expenses. 

 
6. Activating a non-bottleneck resource (using it for improved efficiency that does not 

increase throughput) is not the same as utilizing a bottleneck resource (that does lead 
to increased throughput). Activation of non-bottleneck resources cannot increase 
throughput, nor promote better performance on financial measures. 

 
7. Every capital investment must be viewed from the perspective of its global impact on 

overall throughput, inventory, and operating expense (Further described in chapter 
4.5.2). 

 
Under the first point of TOC, Segerstedt (1999) adds that jobs should be released to avoid a 
future supply shortage and not to increase utilization of a single machine. This will lead to 
unnecessary tied up capital and will consume capacity in other machines, where it could be 
used for more prioritized production. Should customer demand be below capacity in certain 
machines, then product mix could be changed or capacity sold out as subcontracting. When 
experiencing bottlenecks in the production facility Goldratt (1998) describe the five focusing 
steps for dealing with constraints: 
 

I. Identify the system constraint(s). 
II. Decide how to exploit the system constraint(s). 

III. Subordinate all other decision to step II. 
IV. Elevate the system constraint(s). 
V. If, in previous steps constraint(s) have been broken, go back to step I but do not let 

inertia become the system constraint. 
 

I. Identify - In order to manage a constraint it first has to be identified. This can be done 
with methods described earlier. Concentrating on a non bottleneck will not increase 
throughput but local gains such as reduction of waiting lines in front of the machine is 
possible.  
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II. Exploit - By exploiting the bottleneck the focus is on how to get more production out of 

the bottleneck within its capacity limitations. This can be done by minimizing the hours 
the bottleneck is idle, for example during lunch breaks or shift changes, and by creating 
a schedule specifically for the constraint. 

 
III. Subordinate - Only exploiting the bottleneck does not ensure that material needed by 

the machine show up in time. To subordinate the bottleneck the aim is to prevent the 
bottleneck from starving on material. The most important of subordination is to control 
how material is fed to non-constrained resources. The TOC advocate that a non-
constrained resource should only be allowed to produce material equal to the bottleneck, 
that is, release of material is closely controlled and synchronized to the bottleneck. 

 
IV. Elevate - After the constraint is identified, capacity has been exploited and all non-

constrained resources has been subordinated the next step is to decide if the output of 
the constraint is enough to satisfy market demand. If the output is less then market 
demand the constraint is elevated meaning that load is removed off the constraint. 
Rerouting some of the load to other machines and outsourcing some of the work are 
useful methods. 

 
V. Go back to step I - When capacity of the constraint is no longer a limit to fulfill market 

demand, the last step is to go back to step I to identify the new constraint and the five 
steps are repeated. 

 
3.2. Inventory control 

 
3.2.1. Inventory 

 
Inventory can be used to measure how effective schedules for manufacturing processes are. 
Total inventory is the sum of scheduled receipts and on hand inventory. According to TOC 
every capital investment should be considered as inventory, this includes both work in process 
(WIP) and machines. Assuming other factors unchanged, a decrease in inventory or an 
increase in throughput will give a higher net profit, return on investment and cash flows 
(Krajewski et al. 2007). Work-in-process (WIP) is the total amount of products being 
fabricated, waiting in queue or storage and can exist in following five states according to 
Hopp and Spearman (2001): 
 

1. Queuing (in buffer stocks) 
2. Processing 
3. Waiting for batch 
4. Moving 
5. Waiting to match 
 

Mattson (2004) defines inventories between processes as buffer stocks which are used to 
separate flow out from one process and in to another process. The dimensioning of the buffer 
stock is a trade-off between inventory costs and capacity balancing costs (ibid.). The 
relationship between the number of units in a system (WIP), the throughput time (TH), and 
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the expected mean arrival times between two units to the system (CT) was proved in 1960 by 
John D.C. Little. The relationship holds for a process in steady state with consistency in units 
(Equation 3.). (Little, 1960; Hopp and Spearman, 2001)  
 

CTTHWIP ×=  (1) 
 
Except calculating WIP, this formula is applicable in many practical situations. Jobs are often 
finished early in systems, ensuring a high level of customer service. Since customers often are 
conscious about keeping low inventories, early deliveries are not accepted. This causes jobs to 
wait in finished goods inventories (FGI) before shipping. If the planned inventory time is n 
days, amount of inventory will be given by Equation 5. (Hopp and Spearman, 2001) 
 

nTHW ×=  . (2) 
 

3.2.2. JIT 
 
The Just-in-time philosophy was developed after the Second World War in Japan. In contrast 
to the American producers who had the advantage of economies of scale in mass production 
units, the Japanese had a small market and decided to produce many models in small 
numbers. The production control was forced to maintain a smooth production flow despite of 
the varied product mix. To also avoid waste, this was to be made without large inventories. 
The idea of JIT in a process is that a workstation acquires material from an upstream station 
precisely as needed. This requires a very smoothly operating system, if materials are not 
available just as needed, the entire system risks being disrupted. The concept of autonomation 
is an important part of this smooth system. The machines need to be automated to allow one 
worker operating several machines, and foolproofed to detect problems automatically. 
Foolproofing helps the workers intervene in an automated process at the right time. The 
combination of human touch and automation is necessary to avoid disruptions in a JIT 
environment.  
 
In Just-in-time (JIT) target is to keep inventories low in all areas of business. This is achieved 
through keeping other, influencing factors, at low levels. “Zero inventories” is a famous 
expression in JIT which does not literally mean keeping no inventories, but used as a 
visionary expression for reducing inventory. The seven zeros are often used to explain JIT 
(Hopp and Spearman, 2001):   
 
1. Zero defects. To avoid disturbances in a system with low buffers. A defect will cause a 

delay. Quality is needed to be maintained at the source to avoid waiting on inspection and 
rework. 

 
2. Zero (excess) lot size. Large batches will cause delays in production orders. To replenish 

stocks in the same time as customer demand need it, the process should replace parts one 
at a time.  

 
3. Zero setups. Small lot sizes leads to frequent setups. Eliminating setups make it possible 

to have zero (excess) lot size.  
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4. Zero breakdowns. A JIT environment cannot tolerate unplanned breakdowns since there 
are no extra buffers. 

 
5. Zero handling. If parts are made in exact quantities and at required time, then no more 

handling than necessary will be needed. Extra moving to and from storage cannot be 
tolerated. 

 
6. Zero lead time. The downstream workstations will request parts when needed and receive 

them immediately. Small lot sizes, low cycle times in machines and short waiting lines 
makes this possible. 

 
7. Zero surging.  The flow of material will be smooth as long as the production plan is 

smooth. Sudden changes in quantities or product mix will make the system respond. 
Unless there is excess capacity in the process, the result will be disruptions and delays. A 
level production plan and a uniform product mix are needed. (ibid.) 

 
An important aspect of reaching a JIT environment is to attend to the overall task and the 
minute details in over an extended period of time (ibid.). A JIT flow is facilitated by a line 
flow which is characterized by linear workflows and repetitive tasks. Resources are arranged 
in series around product routes rather than shared across many of them. The layout is often 
called production line or assembly line. The line flow layout is commonly used when volumes 
are high and the advantages of the line flow includes faster processing rates, lower inventories 
and less time lost to changeovers and materials handling (ibid). The line flow layout can also 
be called flow shop and Silver et al. (1998) make a distinction between pure flow shop and 
general flow shop. In a pure flow shop every job must be processed in every machine in the 
same order, every job follows the exact same route. In the general flow shop some jobs might 
skip particular machines (ibid.). A linear arrangement of machines accommodates the product 
flow well, but is not well suited to having workers operating several machines. To ensure 
product flow and worker flexibility a U-shaped line is preferable. The U-line has the 
advantage where few workers can attend many machines with less walking distance. 
Operators can also see the work entering and exiting the line, ensuring that the flow remains 
constant and accommodating a JIT flow. The line gives the basic condition for cooperation to 
smooth out unbalanced operations and to address other problems as they surface. (Hopp and 
Spearman, 2001) 
 

 
Figure 3.1 U-shaped manufacturing cell (Hopp and Spearman, 2001) 
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3.3. Measuring processes   
 

3.3.1. Choosing the capacity measure 
How the process capacity is defined can vary between different processes depending on what 
line of business it is operating in. To generalize two types of measures can be used; output 
measures of capacity or input measures of capacity. (Krajewski et al., 2007)  
 

 Output measures are best used when applied to individual processes with high 
volumes and little customization. A car manufacturer fits this description where the 
output measure would be number of cars produced. However, as the process gets more 
customized and the flows between stations get less standardized input measures can be 
more useful. (ibid.) 

 
 Input measures can involve number of workstations to pass through or machine and 

working hours invested in the process. One problem with input measures is that 
demand is always expressed in output measures which means that the measures has to 
be converted into input measures to keep up with the demand. (ibid).  

 
According to Vollman et al. (2005) choosing measures of capacity is an important 
management issue. The choice depends on the constraining resources and the needs of the 
company. Manufacturing cells can be tightly coupled and the whole cell only has as much 
capacity as its limiting resource. Important stages are: 
 
1. The first task in choosing measures of capacity is to identify resources that are critical and 

in short supply. Capacity control is too complicated to apply to all resources. Defining the 
unit of measure should be connected to the key resources and the measure could be 
machine hours, tons or labor-hours. (ibid.) 

 
2. After defining resources and the measure of capacity, the goal is to estimate available 

capacity. The theoretical maximum could be provided from design specifications or from 
time studies. Some fraction of this number could be used to estimate the capacity. The 
“plasticity” of the capacity is also interesting. If really needed, a higher output can be 
achieved in almost any resource. (ibid.) 

 
3. The choice of capacity measure should be connected to meeting production plans. 

Appropriate measures directly affect meeting these plans. It must also be possible to 
convert the different products into capacity measurement terms. These measurements 
should be monitored and understood by management. (ibid.) 

 
3.3.2. Capacity and Utilization 

 
The theoretical maximum capacity is the capacity available when the production is running all 
day, every year (Mattson & Jonsson, 2003). This is very unusual in most real life situations 
and nominal capacity is used. The nominal capacity is often specified as the planned 
production time in a period. (ibid.; Nakajima, 1992) A process can be operated over its 
nominal capacity using marginal methods of production, such as overtime, temporarily 
reduced maintenance activities, overstaffing and subcontracting. This cannot be sustained for 
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a longer period due to increasing costs and decreasing quality. Operating close to, or above, 
capacity maximum can result in low customer satisfaction and minimal profits despite high 
sales levels (Krajewski and Malhotra, 2005). 
 
Capacity losses from machine failures, maintenance or time waiting on material are often 
unavoidable and gross capacity is a measure subtracting these capacity losses from the 
nominal capacity generating the available operating time. The capacity available in a machine 
or production sector is called net capacity and is the net operating time in a period. This 
measure deducts capacity losses from idling and reduced speed. The value adding time is the 
capacity performing real output reducing net capacity with losses due to quality defects 
(Figure 3.2). (Mattsson & Jonsson, 2003; Nakajima, 1992) The capacity losses are described 
in chapter 3.3.3 OEE. 
 

 

Value adding operating time

Net capacity / Net operating time

Gross capacity / Available operating time

Nominal capacity / Planned production time Available but planned 
unused capacity

Down time 
losses

Speed 
losses

Maximum capacity

Quality 
losses  

 
Figure 3.2 Capacity definitions (Freely interpreted from Mattsson and Jonsson, 2003; Nakajima 1992) 

 
Utilization measures to what degree equipment, space or the workforce is used. The 
utilization is the required value adding operating time including losses, divided by nominal 
capacity (Equation 1). (Krajewski et al., 2007; Nakajima, 1992) 
 

100%
unitcapacitysingleafromtimeproductionPlanned

productsorservicesalloversummeddemand,forecastedor
productioncurrentforlossesincludingtimeoperatingaddingValue

nUtilizatio ×=  (3) 

 
A capacity gap is the difference between the utilization and current available capacity. The 
gap shows the need for adding extra capacity or eliminating unneeded capacity. (Krajewski et 
al. 2007) 
  

3.3.3. OEE 
 
An increase in utilization at the bottleneck will give a higher throughput and increased net 
profit, ROI, and cash flows (Krajewski, 2007). The Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) is 
a measure often used in the philosophy of Total Productive Maintenance. It is the percentage 
of actual effectiveness of the equipment taking into consideration the availability, 
performance rate and the quality rate over a period of time. The difference between maximum 
potential and current OEE is sometimes called the “hidden factory”. (Willmott & McCarthy 
2001) To improve the OEE Nakajima (1992) describes the six big losses in three areas 
preventing the equipment from reaching the maximum potential (Figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.3 OEE and the six big losses (Willmott and McCarthy, 2001) 

 

 
Downtime losses 

 
1. Equipment failure and break downs (Nakajima, 1992).When determining capacity, 

reliability and maintainability are essential measures. Two measures commonly used 
when calculating availability of a process. Reliability can be measured in Mean time to 
failure (MTTF) which is the rate at which failure occurs. Maintainability can be measured 
in Mean time to repair (MTTR), which is the average time it takes to repair a failed 
process. Mean time between failures (MTBF) is the average time between failures of a 
system and is simply the sum of MTTF and MTTR (Hopp and Spearman, 2001).  

 
2. Setup and adjustment losses resulting from downtime and defective products. This 

occurs when production of one item ends, and the equipment is adjusted to meet the 
requirements of another item (Jonsson and Lesshammar, 1999).  

 
Speed losses 
 
3. Idling and minor stoppage losses occur when production is interrupted by a temporary 

malfunction or when a machine is idling. (Jonsson and Lesshammar, 1999) 
 
4. Reduced speed losses refer to the difference between equipment design speed and actual 

operating speed. (ibid.) 
 
Quality losses 
 
5. Quality defects and rework that are caused by malfunctioning production equipment. 

(ibid.) 
 
6. Start-up losses are yield losses that occur during the early stages of production, from 

machine start-up to stabilization. (ibid.) 
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OEE calculation 
 

Nakajima (1992) describes how to calculate OEE (Equation 7) by using the three dimensions: 
Availability (A), Performance (P) and Quality (Q) (Equation 4-6). Appendix I. OEE shows 
how MTTF and MTTR are integrated into OEE according to Nakajima, 1992. 
 

=tyAvailabili  %100*
)(*

timeAvailable

timeAdjustmenttimeSetup
MTTRMTTF

MTTFtimeAvailable −−
+  (4) 

 

=ePerformanc  %100*
)(*

*

timeSetup
MTTRMTTF

MTTFtimeAvailable

volumeprocessedtimecycleideal

−
+

 (5) 

 

=Quality  %100*
volumeProcessed

defectsqualityofVolumevolumeProcessed −  (6) 

OEE=    (7) (Q)(P)(A) **

 

The ideal state in a process is an Availability over 90 percent, Performance over 95 percent, 
and a Quality level higher than 99 percent. The ideal OEE is then: 

%85%99*%95*%90 ==OEE .    (8) 
 
OEE: s above 85 % can be found in some high performing companies. (Nakajima, 1992) 
 

3.4. Planning 
 
At the highest level, sales and operations planning is a managerial process involving cross-
organizational participation from different business functions and aims to establish plans for 
sales, deliveries and production. These plans are often long term and support future business 
strategies and goals (Mattson and Jonsson, 2003). The master schedule establishes delivery 
plans, production plans from available customer orders or forecasting. Production plans 
concern volumes to produce and deliveries for respective product (ibid.). It is necessary to 
gain an understanding about how many hours needed in the process for a certain production 
plan. Sometimes this can even be done by breaking down the demand with a spread-sheet 
model using simple key performance indicators (Segerstedt, 1999). Capacity planning has the 
primary function of estimating capacity requirements in the future to be able to meet those 
requirements. If capacity is insufficient it will quickly lead to failing to delivery and high 
level of work-in-process. 
 
The lowest level of planning is known as shop floor control, detailed scheduling, (Mattson 
and Jonsson, 2003) or scheduling (Krajewski et al., 2007). Shop floor planning is the 
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execution of the production plans generated at overhead levels. According to Mattson and 
Jonsson (2003) shop floor planning has three main tasks: 
 

 To release order in the same takt as the available capacity so that the jobs can be 
completed within reasonable throughput times.  

 To secure that material is available when jobs are planned for release. 
 That jobs released for production is carried out in the right order with respect of time 

of delivery and throughput times.  
 
Besides these three tasks the shop floor planning also concerns with feedback from ongoing 
production and report on finished jobs (ibid.). A map over the planning hierarchy can be seen 
in Figure 3.4. 
 

 

Customer 
order

Resource planning

Master planning

Capacity requirements 
planning

Rough-cut capacity 
planning

Forecasting

Shop planning

Order planning

Sales and operations 
planning

Order release control

Material 
procurement

 
 

Figure 3.4 The hierarchy of planning. (Free from Mattson and Jonsson, 2003) 
 
When jobs are released based on start- and finish times with no aspect on available capacity at 
the work centers, temporary machine over- or under loading can occur creating large waiting 
lines or block upstream machines. Finite capacity scheduling aims to control the releases of 
jobs with respect to short term loading on the work centers and thereby controlling waiting 
lines and the amount of work in process.  
 
When over- or under loading occur jobs are rescheduled to an earlier or later time to achieve a 
more leveled loading. Figure 3.5 shows how jobs are rescheduled to avoid the under- and over 
loading (ibid.) 

 

 
Figure 3.5 Infinite and finite capacity scheduling (Mattson and Jonsson, 2003) 

 

Maximum capacityMaximum capacity
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There is a need of a scheduling method that reflects the complexity of the reality or 
guarantees some insensitivity to future information. Scheduling methods are based on 
deterministic systems but there is a need to account for future changes which could make the 
system inaccurate. This can be handled by determining specific time-limits or readjusting the 
scheduling method periodically (Mattson and Jonsson, 2003). There is an interaction between 
scheduling decisions and other areas in the operating system such as capacity planning 
decisions, marketing decisions, transportation/distribution schedules. These interactions are 
often not incorporated in the real time scheduling decisions but necessary to consider. The 
value received from the scheduling system must be considered. Costs from maintaining the 
scheduling system and maintaining accurate information can become larger than the cost 
savings from the scheduling improvements in the system. These trade-off needs to be 
evaluated.  
 

3.5. Simulation 
 

3.5.1. Why simulation? 
 
Hopp and Spearman (2001) highlights three important issues with scheduling to minimize 
makespan. First, the sizes of the problems that are solvable with analytical methods are small 
compared to the real problem. Second, computer time grows exponentially with number of 
jobs and workstations in the system. Third, minimizing makespan is not the same as 
minimizing average work in process or average time in process. Job lateness is also an issue 
that is neglected in this analysis. Moreover, there are issues that this static analysis doesn’t 
consider such as downtime and randomness. To examine realistic, multiple workstations, 
multiple jobs, scheduling situations, simulation models are useful. Different sequencing rules 
can be tested and different performance measures can be used in the model (Hopp and 
Spearman, 2001). Law and Kelton (2000) describe different approaches in how to study a 
system. The decision on whether experiments are to be done on the real system itself or using 
a model of the same system is often a matter of cost and practical means. Figure 3.6 shows 
different ways to study a system: 
 

 

System

Experiment 
with a model 
of the system

Experiment 
with the actual 

system

Simulation

Analytical 
solution

Mathematical 
model

Physical model

 
 

Figure 3.6 How to study a system (Law and Kelton, 2000) 
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3.5.2. Different types of simulation models 
 
A simulation is an imitation of a real system or process over time and Banks et al. (2005) 
make a distinction between three types of simulation model characteristics: 
 

 Static or dynamic 
 Deterministic or stochastic 
 Discrete or continuous  

 
In a static system the model is not dependent on time, meaning that it represents the system in 
a specific point in time. A dynamic model represents a system that change over time. (ibid) 
 
A deterministic model is one where the output measures can be precisely determined as long 
as the input measures are known while a stochastic model has one or more random input 
variables, thus generating random outputs. (ibid) 
 
A discrete model is one where the variables change only in a distinct point in time, causing 
the system to change in some way. The discrete event simulation shows how the system 
evolves over time. Continuous systems on the other hand change constantly over time. (ibid) 
 

3.5.3. Advantages of simulation 
 

Using simulation possesses variety of advantages and disadvantages over traditional 
analytical methods and Banks et al. (2005) propose several advantages of using simulation: 
 

 New policies, operating procedures, and decision rules can be investigated without 
interfering on the real system.  

 Physical layout, design, transportation systems can be tested without committing 
resources for their acquisition.  

 Bottleneck analysis can be performed to investigate where the work in process, 
materials, information and so on are delayed to a great extent.  

 
Further Banks et al. (2005) describes when simulation is appropriate to use: 
 

 Simulation can be used to experiment and analyze interactions of a complex system. 
 It can be used to test an analytical solution. 
 Help to determine the capabilities required by a machine or other equipment. 
 The system is so complex that internal interactions can only be treated with 

simulation. 
 

3.5.4. Disadvantages of simulation 
 

Simulation is not always the best method and Banks et al. (2005) discuss the following 
disadvantages of simulation. 
 

 To be able to simulate, some degree of special training is required. Simulation can be 
time consuming and expensive.  
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 It’s unlikely that if two persons each created a model of a system, the models would 
look and act the same. 

 Result from simulation runs can be difficult to understand and hard to determine 
whether it is results from system randomness or not. 

 
Banks et al. (2005) further claims that it is preferable to use an analytical solution over 
simulation if the problem is possible to solve in that way. 
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4. Frame side production 
 

In this chapter the process flow can be found along with studied working and planning 
methods in use. The products and customer to the Frame factory is presented. The chapter is 
based upon interviews, observations, time studies, and statistics from Volvo Trucks. 
 

4.1. Introduction 
 

The frame side production is located in Tuve north of Gothenburg, Sweden. Volvo’s Swedish 
final assembly is also located in the same factory. The frame side production is the only 
production unit in the Tuve plant since other activities are final assembly and shipping (Figure 
4.1). The frame side production facility was completed 1990 and designed to produce 40 000 
frame pairs annually. As the group sales increased a decision was made that a larger volume 
of frames should be distributed from the Tuve Frame factory to the assembly lines. To raise 
capacity a continuous three-shift working schedule was initiated in 2004. A new Plasma cutter 
was also bought, able to work at a higher pace, thus reducing cycle time. The punching 
machines were rebuilt slightly to be able to meet the higher demand. Automatic identification 
was installed before each processing step making material handling between processes more 
flexible. The remaining capacity was released through focusing on availability in the 
processes, putting high effort in maintenance. 
 

 
Figure 4.1 Tuve plant 

 

4.2. Truck frame sides 
 

The truck side frames are located at the sides of the chassis. When the frame sides reach the 
assembly lines, the rest of the truck is built around these, creating a complete build-up truck 
(CBU). Trucks can be assembled both as a Rigid trucks with integrated loading unit or as a 
Tractor truck for pulling semi-trailers (Figure 4.2). The frames have different configurations 
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depending on specifications and model. Frames are made of thin plate steel and can be 
divided into four different main types depending on assigned truck type and customer. The 
main types are Tractor, Rigid, Innerline and Australia.  
 

 
Figure 4.2 Tractor truck (left) and Rigid truck (right) 
   

Tractor frames 
These frames are Frames assigned to Tractor trucks ranges between 5–7 meters and are 
constructed for pulling a semi-trailer instead of carrying an integrated load unit.  
 

Rigid frames 
Rigid frames for trucks integrating both drive and load unit are called Rigid. The Rigid frame 
length varies between 7.5-12 meters.  
 

Innerline frames 
These are assembled “inside” either Rigid or Tractor frames, adding stiffness to the 
construction. Innerline pairs with a total length shorter than 12 meters (IP) are processed as 
one frame side in the Rollformer and punching machines, and then divided by the Plasma 
cutter. Innerline frames with total lengths over 12 meters (IL) are processed as other types. 
Approximately 89 percent of the Innerline frames are IP types while 11 percent are IL types. 
 

Australia frames 
Frames delivered to Australia are “blank”; meaning that they are not processed by the 
punching machine, plasma cutter, semi-bender and engine bender. 
 
Specifications about average volume and lengths have been extracted by Volvo IT from a 
period between August 20th and October 28th 2007 with a sample size of 15,000 frame pairs. 
Notice that IP and IL are two types of Innerline and have been divided due to process 
differences. Innerline IL is assumed to have the same average length as Tractor frames. 
 
Table 4.1 Frame types and percentage of total volume (2007 estimate) 
 

Type Length [m] Total [%] 
Tractor 6.2 52.0 
Rigid 8.7 24.4 
Innerline   
   IP 3.7 19.4 
   IL 6.2 2.4 
Australia 10.7 1.8 
 Avg. 6.4 Tot. 100.0 
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4.3. Customers 
 

The frame side production unit has three customers to where they deliver frames. All frames 
are delivered from the AS/RS Inventory. 
 
Tuve assembly line 
The plant has two final assembly lines in Gothenburg, line 21 and 22. The trucks are produced 
in fixed takt over two shift teams. The current takt is 144 trucks per production day. The 
annual deliveries to the Tuve assembly lines is approximately 40,000 frame pairs including 
Innerline.  
 
Ghent assembly line 
The Tuve Frame factory delivers sequenced frame sides to the Ghent assembly line. The 
Ghent assembly line is very much alike the Tuve assembly line although a higher production 
rate. Tuve delivers more than 22,000 frame pairs including Innerline frames to Ghent every 
year.  
 
Brisbane assembly line 
The frames delivered for Brisbane in Australia are also called “Australia frames”. These are 
cut in standard lengths and pass punching, cutting, and bending without processing. Australia 
frames are described further in chapter 4.5.4. 
 
CKD – Complete Knock-Down 
Sometimes it is more favorable to ship truck parts from Tuve to finish the assembly on site. 
Trucks shipped to these markets are known as Complete Knock-Down Trucks. The frames are 
packed along with the truck boxes and shipped from Tuve. The CKD markets are located in 
Asia and Africa. The CKD demand reaches around 10,000 frame sides including Innerline 
frames. 
 

4.4. The production line 
 

The machining, transportation and handling in the production line is carried out with a high 
level of automation. It is a line process where frames are manufactured upon specifications 
derived from customer demands on a truck. The following section will describe the 
production process from incoming material to delivery of finished frames. Machine statistics 
containing downtimes, setups, and time studies can be found in Appendix II.  
 

4.4.1. Layout 
The physical layout of the line is arranged similar to a double U-form where frames move 
forward through processes and sideways through buffers (Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4.3. Frame side factory 
 
The coils are delivered into the Frame factory with a fork-lift truck designed for carrying 
coils. They are then placed in a coil inventory in wait of usage in the process. When needed 
the coils are loaded into the Rollformer which is where the coil is rolled out into frame 
lengths according to customer order specifications. The process continues via the PIN-marker 
to buffer stocks of five frame pairs in front of each punching machine. After passing the 
punching machines, the frames are located in a second, slightly larger buffer before the 
Plasma cutter. The frames continue through the Plasma and wait to be batched between the 
Plasma cutter and the Semi-bender. Traveling in frame pairs, Tractor frames pass through the 
Semi-bender whiles other move straight to the VIN-marker. After marking, the frames travel 
to a buffer before the Surface treatment (Blaster, Phosphate, and Paint shop) where there is 
room for 13 frame pairs. Frames move through the Blaster and Phosphate process to a buffer 
before entering the Paint shop. Between the Paint shop and the Engine bender frames tour 
down in a buffer and Tractor and Rigid are processed by the Engine bender, while other 
frames pass straight through. The frame pairs are then lifted into the AS/RS inventory where 
frame pairs are stored until needed. The shipping station is responsible for delivering the 
frames in a correct sequence to the customers.  
 

4.4.2. Steel coils 
The material used to produce frames is high 
quality steel. Rolled up from thin plate it 
forms a massive coil which can be as heavy 
as 8 tons. An average coil length is about 
280 meters and there are eight different 
types (profiles) with varying widths, 
lengths, and thicknesses. Coils are both 
stored outside the factory and at an area for 
incoming material (Figure 4.4). The 
handling process is assigned to the Roll 
forming operator who loads the machine 
with a new coil when the previous one is 
finished. Sometimes an operator from a 
Punching machine can assist the roll 

Figure 4.4 Steel coils
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forming operator in the handling process. The coils are examined for defects before loading. 
The coil profile 55H is only used for Innerline frames. Other dimensions can be used for 
Tractor, Rigid and Australia frames. Different coil profiles are specified in Appendix III. 
 

4.4.3. Roll forming 
Roll forming consists of three consecutive steps; roll and straighten out, bend to its 
characteristic U-shape, and cut it to desired lengths. Frames are produced in pairs, left and 
right side which are transported in a coupled flow throughout the whole line. Innerline frames 
shorter than six meters are rolled out as a single frame and divided later in the Plasma cutter. 
These are called IP in the process. Innerline frames longer than six meters will be referred to 
as IL. The machine can be set to roll out frames in velocities up to 12 m/min but most 
common speed used is 7.5 m/min since the operator experience that the Rollformer has 
overcapacity compared to PIN processing in front, and no buffers in between. Some work has 
been done to decrease set-up times that occur when changing coils.  The setup time is 
measured to 23 minutes, but can vary due to operator and level of buffers in front of the 
Punchers. To load the machine with a new coil the previous coil needs to be finished since 
very complex handling would be needed to interrupt a coil before it is finished. Sometimes 
this forces frames from coil profiles with low order intake to be rolled out and cut as standard 
lengths and set aside before the PIN-marker. When orders arrive for these frames, they are 
lifted into the process again. When loading a new coil, the first and fifth frame is measured to 
make sure the machine settings are correct, otherwise the frames are scrapped. If deficiencies 
deriving from the Rollformer are found, previously processed frames are traced and 
controlled. To ensure minimum scrap if machine settings were to be inaccurate, short frames 
are preferably rolled out first in new coils.  
 

4.4.4. PIN-marking 
In order to automatically identify single frames in downstream processes they are marked 
with a Product Identification Number (PIN). The PIN has the capacity of marking one frame 
at the time. The PIN is identified by an optical camera before each upcoming station to 
automatically load its operating program. In automatic mode the PIN marker directs even 
numbered frames to Puncher 2 and odd numbers to Puncher 1. This ensures frame pairs are 
processed in the same punching machine which minimizes holes variance. Only five frame 
pairs fit in each Puncher buffer, and if one is full, upcoming frame pairs can be manually 
rerouted to the buffer with free slots. Using a magnetic overhead crane, manual rerouting can 
be done in most buffers throughout the factory. The operating time for the PIN is steady at 64 
seconds per frame pair.  

 
4.4.5. Punching 

The line contains two parallel punching machines, Puncher 1 and Puncher 2. These have the 
same abilities, but somewhat different capacity due to machine status. The punching machines 
are built to punch both holes in the ribs and flanges of the frames. All frames goes through the 
machines, with a number of punching holes usually ranging from 250 to 400. An exception is 
frames for Australia that are punched only once to be able to pass the machine. Puncher 2 has 
been re-built and is capable of punching holes at a higher pace than Puncher 1.The punching 
machines have the ability to punch holes up to 50 mm in diameter. With a working load of 
maximally 30 tons the punching process is a heavy working task, leading to high equipment 
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deterioration. There are no changeover times between different types of frames, but the punch 
end pieces has to be replaced regularly due to the deterioration. Standard holes are controlled 
automatically on each frame to ensure undamaged punch end pieces. The punching machines 
are controlled two times every shift. After each punching machine yet another buffer is 
located with a capacity of six frame pairs. IL frames are usually long frames and are loaded 
slower than other frames due to process restrictions. The cycle times for the punching 
machines is measured from the loading procedure of one frame pair until the loading of next 
one. Frame cycle time increase with length since frames are assumed to have a constant 
average workload per meter. Frame type cycle times can be seen in Chart 4.1 and time studies 
from the puncher machines can be found in Appendix IV.  

 

 
Chart 4.1 Punchers cycle times 

 
Average cycle represents the mean time from both punchers divided into two since there are 
two stations performing the same job. A frame pair will then be finished in average according 
to the average cycle time depending on type.   
 

4.4.6. Plasma cutter 
Holes larger than 50 mm in diameter and type specific features are cut by the Plasma. The 
Tractor frames are cut in the end side to make bending possible in the Semi-bender. The 
Plasma cutter’s mouthpiece is held by a robotic arm and its specified program is retrieved 
after detection of the PIN-marking. The operating system automatically chooses frames from 
the separate buffers after Puncher 1 and Puncher 2. Usually the system picks the frame pairs 
from the buffers alternately, but there is a possibility for the operator to override the system 
and chose prioritized frame pairs. The operators try to keep frames deriving from the same 
coil in sequence. The Plasma cutter also has the function of dividing IP Innerline frames that 
go through the previous steps as a single frame. Frames from profiles with low order intake 
that are stored after the Rollformer for future processing are also cut to the right length in the 
Plasma cutter. There are no setup times between different types of frames but the Plasma 
mouthpiece is replaced continuously and a spray cover is cleaned. The quality of the cuts is 
controlled every four hours. After the plasma, the conveyor belt batches the frames into a pair, 
allowing them to travel side by side. There is a buffer for three frame sides between the 
plasma and semi-bender. Cycle times for the plasma vary depending on type of frame to be 
processed and not on length as in the Punchers which is shown in Appendix IV. On average 
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Innerline frames for Tractor vehicles have the highest cycle time. IP frames are split into a 
frame pair in this process.  
 

4.4.7. Semi-bender 
The end sides of Tractor frames need to be bent, making the truck fit for pulling semi-trailers. 
The frames, processed in pairs, are forced down to a die to take its form. As stated earlier the 
semi bender only process Tractor frames. Most of the cycle time for the Semi bender consists 
of loading and unloading. 
 

4.4.8. VIN-marking 
The second marking on the frame is the chassis number called Vehicle Identification Number 
(VIN). Only the right frame side is marked with this number and it entails where it was 
produced, type of truck, and the serial number. Current regulations demand that the frames 
are marked with this number. The frame side production needs to follow the international 
standard that applies to motor vehicles, trailers, motorcycles and mopeds as defined in ISO 
3833 (Internal source). Cycle times for VIN alter depending on if the frames are Tractor and 
Rigid or IP and IL since the latter have shorter numbers marked upon them. Frames for 
Australia have no need of VIN marking.  

 
4.4.9. Special drilling and welding 

Some of the requested holes in the Innerline frames are too close to the flange which means 
that they have to be drilled manually. This work is carried out by an external contractor and 
frames are lifted off the line to drill the requested holes. The maximum number of these 
liftoffs is set to five per day. There is also Tractor frames the Semi-bender cannot handle that 
are bent and welded together by the same contractor.  

 
4.4.10. Steel blasting and Phosphate  

The process consists of eleven consecutive steps done by two machines connected to each 
other. The frames are transported on a conveyor with constant speed through all of the steps. 
The first step, blasting, removes burrs, possible formation of rust, and other minor surface 
defects, which is followed by two steps of degreasing. A total of six steps of rinsing and one 
phosphate plating step are done before finished. The two connected machines are 87 m long 
and frames are transported with a constant velocity of 2.22 m/min. If the Phosphate process is 
idle to long, formation of slag starts. This is why the machine is put on hold if the supply of 
frames is to slow. The machine is turned on again as the buffer ahead of the machine contains 
enough frames. The steel blasting and phosphate machine are built around a conveyor 
working at constant speed hence cycle times vary depending on frame length. The feeding 
rate is 2.22 meters per minute and the minimum distance between frame pairs is 1.25 meters. 
Lead times in process are about 13.5 minutes in the Blaster and 25.5 minutes in the Phosphate 
process. This adds up to 39 minutes on the Blasting and Phosphate conveyor.  
 

4.4.11. Paint shop 
Before entering the Paint shop the frames are transported on a conveyor and fed into the 
process in opposite direction of the previous process. The conveyor also functions as a buffer 
with a capacity of five frame pairs. The machine consists of three consecutive steps; 
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powdering, painting and heating. Frames from a thicker profile need a higher temperature in 
the process. After exiting the paint shop, each frame is labeled with an etiquette displaying 
profile, chassis-number, left/right orientation and customer. The frames are transported 
orthogonally down to a conveyor buffer capacitating 10 frame pairs. The paint shop has a 
similar layout to the Blaster and Phosphate and is also built around conveyor. The Paint shop 
has a slightly higher velocity of 2.28 meters per minutes and the frame sides travel through 
the process in 32.5 minutes. The traveling distance needs to be 1.45 meters between frame 
side pairs.  
 

4.4.12. Engine bender 
In order to make room for the engine the front side has to be bent outwards. The frames are 
processed a single frames in the Engine bender. Only Tractor and Rigid frames are bent while 
Innerline and Australia pass through without any processing. When finished, the frames wait 
to be paired up again and travel on a conveyor buffer to the loading station for the finished 
goods inventory. Only the Tractor and Rigid frames use the Engine bender. Other Frame 
types pass through the Engine bender without processing.  
 

4.4.13. Finished goods inventory 
Finished frames are stored pair-wise in the Automated Storage and Retrieval System 
(AS/RS). The AS/RS contains 288(12x24) shelves, each separated into three sections 
summing up to a total of 864 sections. Depending on frame length, space needed varies 
between one and three sections. Frames longer than 7,5 meters require all three sections while 
frames between 4-7,5 meters uses section one and two. Frames shorter than 4 meters 
(Innerline frames) only use section three. Long frames need a tilt protection as a safety 
procedure and if no tilt protection is available the AS/RS is stopped from transporting these 
frames into the inventory. 
 

4.4.14. Packing 
Frames are delivered to CBU, Ghent, CKD, and Australia. Frames for Ghent are stowed in a 
batch before shipped. All frames are stored in the inventory until the batch has been produced 
and registered for shipping by the planner.  
 

4.5. Time studies 
 

The throughput time between the Rollformer and the AS/RS inventory is measured to 192 
minutes for Tractor frames without major breakdowns. Processing times in resources depend 
mainly on length and/or type as can be seen in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2 Processing times main dependency 
 

Resource Processing time 
Rollformer Length depending 
PIN-marker Constant 
Punchers Length + Type depending 
Plasma cutters Type depending 
Semi-bender Type depending 
VIN-marker Type depending 
Surface treatment Length depending 
Engine bender Type depending 

 

 
Time studies of the production line and the different product types show how the different 
product consumes varying time in resources. 
 

4.5.1. Tractor frames 
Tractor frames can be rolled out at a higher pace from the Rollformer than the PIN-marker in 
front, but since there is no buffer stock between the resources, the Rollformer will have to set 
its pace to the PIN-marker. The frames are passed on to the Punchers with considerably 
higher cycle times and the buffer stocks of total 10 pairs are quickly increasing.  The Tractor 
frame s have extra cutting in the Plasma cutter to allow the attaching of a semi-trailer on the 
end product. This procedure takes longer time and the cycle time for Tractors is highest in the 
Plasma cutter. Tractors are the only product that uses the Semi-bender to bend the semi-trailer 
cuts made in the Plasma cutter. Tractor frames is the only product that uses every resource in 
the Frame factory. Cycle times are shown in Chart 4.2. 
 

 
Chart 4.2 Tractor cycle times 
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4.5.2. Rigid frames 

Rigid frames are longer than average frames and will take longer time to roll out from the 
Rollformer. PIN-marking time is quite constant and will outpace the Rollformer on average 
for longer frames. The longer Rigid frames will have higher amounts of holes to be punched 
in the Puncher which increases processing time in the Punchers. Since Rigid trucks use no 
semi-trailers, cutting time will be lower than in the case of Tractor frames. Since no cutting is 
done to allow semi-trailers, the Semi-bender is not used either. Loading time in the Surface 
treatment depends on length, and the longer Rigid frames cannot be loaded as fast as Tractor 
frames. Cycle times are shown in Chart 4.3. 
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Chart 4.3 Rigid cycle times 

 

4.5.3. Innerline frames 
Both types of Innerline frames, IP and IL, are produced from the same coil type (55H) but 
have some differences in processing time. Since IP are rolled out as a single frame until the 
Plasma cutter, the loading time in the Punchers and Plasma cutter can be reduced. The 
separated IP frames will be shorter than the IL frames and thus loaded slower into the surface 
treatment. Innerline frames are not bent to allow an engine to fit and are only rolled out to be 
paired after the Engine bender before loading into the AS/RS inventory. Cycle times for 
Innerline frames can be seen in Chart 4.4 
 

 
Chart 4.4 Innerline cycle times 
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4.5.4. Australia frames 
Australia frames are long frames that pass through the punchers with one punching hole 
which is done only because of system restrictions. Further, no processing is carried out in the 
Plasma cutter and they only pass through the VIN-marker without any marking done. Since 
cycle time in the Surface treatment depends on length, these processes will take up 
considerably longer time than other processes. Experience shows that the buffer stock in front 
of the Surface treatment will quickly fill up when producing long series of Australia frames. 
These frames account for only 1.9 percent of the total production and cycle times can be 
shown in Chart 4.5. 
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Chart 4.5 Australia cycle times 
 

4.6. The planning process 
 

4.6.1. Master planning 
The Tuve frame side production order intake is set two months in advance in a volume 
meeting. At this point, current delivery status and planned production volumes are taken into 
account. Changes after the volume-meeting are avoided, but can be done. The implications 
from predicting a faulty level of production is that this can be corrected after the month 
concerned. Predicting a production capacity level too low will increase the levels of 
inventories while a high prediction will lead to decreasing safety stocks and risks of missing 
delivery dates. The level of order intake from Ghent is expressed as a NS-key, which 
determines how many frame pairs that are accepted from the NS order system each day. A 
normal level of order intake is 132-136 frame pairs per day, but this can be changed as 
predicted production volumes increase or decrease.  
 

4.6.2. Order planning 
 
Sold trucks are registered in a customer order system (COS). Since a truck can be highly 
specified for customer demand, additional systems have to be passed before the truck is 
transferred to a production order in the NS system. The NS system contains production orders 
for all trucks in the Volvo Group and every order specifies frame type along with operating 
instructions for the machines. Orders from the Tuve and Ghent assembly lines are 
automatically transferred into the frame side system. The orders show information about the 
frame sides and are ranged by type of coil, type of truck, assembly date and customer. The 
production planner arranges the packing batches for Ghent while the batches for CKD are 
already set. The level of Ghent orders that are planned depends on the status of the frame side 
line combined with the order intake from the Tuve assembly and CKD. The shipping dates for 
CKD orders are already set while shipping dates to Ghent is set by the production planner. 
Packing batches usually contain frames from different coil types which can make it difficult 
to predict finished time. There is a limit on how many different coils that can be run before a 
packing batch should be completed. Material procurement is also handled by the production 
planner who takes into account the current inventory levels of coils, planned usage, and 
comparing this with planned deliveries from the coil supplier during the week and correcting 
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deviations. The Maintenance, Repair and Operations (MRO) purchasing is also handled by 
the production planner. Orders are available in the frame side system three weeks before 
shipping date. Frames produced for assembly in Ghent are shipped a week in advance or at a 
minimum of four days before planned assembly day.  
 

4.6.3. Shop floor planning 
Most of the shop floor planning is done by the shift planner “Gruppombud”. The shift planner 
extracts orders from the NS system and prints the orders planned for the specific shift. The 
lists for Tuve and Ghent assembly are printed according to coil types and customers. CKD 
orders are printed on separate papers. The shift planner will draw a line after orders assigned 
to this shift ends. The orders are then planned according to the coil type with most orders first. 
The coil type represents a production batch and need to be filled with orders to as large extent 
as possible. Only on low level coils, standard frames can be rolled out and set aside to wait for 
customer orders. Usually the Tuve demand for next day is planned first, and then orders from 
Ghent orders are planned. CKD orders are usually placed last in a coil. Planned orders are 
triggered from the Rollformer, where the operator sets the first and last frame pair from a list, 
before activating the next list. Some length optimization can be done in the end of a coil to 
avoid unnecessary scrap. 
 
There is a restriction to producing for Tuve assembly more than 24 hours in advance since all 
the Tuve frames need to be stored in the AS/RS inventory. If these orders were to be 
manufactured earlier, the stock levels in the AS/RS would extend maximum levels and risk 
stopping production. Since the assembly line stops during the weekend, the last order for 
Tuve assembly is produced during Thursday afternoon, and the first order for the next week is 
produced during Sunday morning. Other orders can be produced earlier and during weekends 
since these are transported outside in wait of shipping. The two assembly lines in Tuve and 
Ghent have a high impact on the Frame factory. Should one or both lag behind schedule, the 
Frame factory would soon fill its inventories. 
 

4.7. Performance measurement 
 

The measurement used by the company is Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE). The 
maximum capacity available is set by multiplying the proportion of a frame type with the 
corresponding highest cycle time in a station. This gives an estimated takt time for a given 
product mix. With updated product mix percentages current estimates will give a minimum 
approximate cycle time of 244 seconds per frame pair 

 
Table 4.3 Current capacity measures 
 

Type Percentage Bottleneck Max ct Average ct 
Tractor 52,0% Plasma cutter 256 133,0 
Rigid 24,4% Puncher 300 73,2 
IP 19,4% Puncher 147 28,5 
IL 2,4% Puncher 147 3,5 
Australia 1,9% Surface treatment 329 6,2 
Total 100,0%   244,3 
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With a total of 296 available production days, 244 seconds average cycle time will give 
approximately 104,000 frame pairs per year, assuming 100 percent availability in the process. 
An estimated production of 70,000 frame pairs will be reached with 67 percent available 
process time. The current goal of 72,000 frame pairs will then be reached with 69 percent 
process availability which can be expressed as 69 percent OEE. Shift performance is 
measured to the average throughput rate into the AS/RS inventory. If throughput is above 
10.9 frame pairs per hour, which equals 74 percent OEE, shift performance is marked green, 
otherwise red. The measure does not take production mix into account.  
 

4.8. Work organization 
 

Work is carried out by five shift teams of operators, manning the process continuously over 
the whole week. Except for holiday production stops, the line is running over the whole year. 
Week shifts last eight hours while weekend shifts last 12 hours. Maintenance is carried out 
one hour on Wednesdays and nine hours on Fridays. This is necessary due to the heavy 
machining in the punchers and due to the paint shop that needs to be cooled down and 
reheated before maintenance can be done. When subtracting the industrial holiday, holidays, 
and maintenance stops, the production line is up and running approximately 296 days per 
year. 
 
Continuous improvements work in the Frame factory has earlier been labeled under the Total 
Productive Maintenance (TPM), but today no label is set for the improvement work done. 
Today the production uses a machine owner instead of improvement groups, which has the 
benefit of assigning more direct responsibility to an operator using the process. Statistics from 
product control is gathered and the machine status is registered by operators. Currently, no 
statistical follow up is done on data gathered from product controls. The 5S methodology 
(Sort, Straighten, Shine, Systemize and Sustain), a concept used in Lean manufacturing, is 
used as a mean of keeping the workplace organized. Technicians work along with operators to 
decrease cycle times in experienced bottlenecks such as the Punchers and the Plasma cutter. 
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5. Analysis 
 

In this chapter an analysis of the current state is done based on theories presented in Theory. 
Bottleneck resources will be determined and analyzed.  
 

5.1. Constraint identification 
 
As described by Krajewski et al (2005) a capacity constrained resource, or bottleneck, is 
referring to a capacity shortage and that it can limit an organizations goal to meet volume, 
product mix or demand fluctuations. The bottleneck is usually represented by the process with 
the lowest capacity and longest throughput time. This can mean that the process with the 
highest unit time can represent the bottleneck or the process with the highest average 
utilization and total workload could be the bottleneck (ibid). 
 
The highest cycle times can be found in the Punchers, Plasma cutter and the Surface 
treatment, where average cycle times extend 200 seconds. Shortest average cycle times can be 
found in the Rollformer, the Semi bender, VIN-marker and the PIN-marker, where cycle 
times are less than 150 seconds (Chart 5.1). 
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Chart 5.1 Review over cycle times by process and frame type 
 

The maximum capacity of the production is 365 days per year and 24 hours per day. 
However, a more applicable measure when examining maximum capacity in a facility is the 
nominal capacity. Nominal capacity is defined as the planned production time. (Mattsson & 
Jonsson, 2003, Nakajima, 1992).The planned production time of the Tuve Frame factory is 
296 full production days or 7104 hours. This takes the industrial holiday, holidays and 
planned stop time into account. The gross capacity is calculated through subtracting time for 
failures, maintenance, setup time or waiting time from the nominal capacity (Mattson & 
Jonssson, 2003)(Equation 4). 
 
The gross capacity, or availability defined by Nakajima (1992), ranges from close to 100 
percent in, especially in the second half of the factory, to a significantly lower registered gross 
capacity in the Punchers and the Plasma cutter. The Rollformer is affected by setups which 
significantly decreases its’ gross capacity (Chart 5.2). 
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Chart 5.2 Availability in resources 
 
Utilization measures to what degree equipment, space or the workforce is currently being 
used or is needed for an increase in volume (Equation 3). 
 
Chart 5.3 shows the utilization in each resource with historical volumes of 70,000 frame pairs 
and the targeted 72,000 frame pairs. Appendix V shows more data on calculations. 
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Chart 5.3 Current utilization and projected capacity requirement 
 
Notice that the Rollformer has a low gross capacity (availability), but has also a low 
utilization due to low cycle times. Peaks in utilization and capacity requirement can be found 
especially in the Punchers which combined have a utilization of 70 percent and 72 percent, 
the Plasma cutter and the Surface treatment (Blaster, Phosphate, and Paint shop). Capacity 
gap is the difference between projected utilization and the current capacity (Gross capacity) 
(Krajewski et al. 2007). A negative capacity gap would imply that not enough capacity was 
available at the given process. According to these measures, no process has a negative 
capacity gap. Since down times are based on manual logging, and operators experience the 
Punchers and the Plasma cutter as bottlenecks, analysis will focus on these two resources 
primarily although quantitative data would not imply bottlenecks in the systems’ resources. 
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The bottleneck can also be found looking at the average waiting line ahead of the machine 
where the machine with the longest waiting line is considered to be the bottleneck (Krajewski 
and Malhotra, 2005). Roser et al. (2001) claims that the accuracy of this method is 
questionable when buffers have limited size. The longest waiting lines are usually found 
before the Punchers and sometimes before the Plasma cutter, although these are both limited 
in size. The limited size of the buffer between the Punchers and the Plasma cutter determines 
if the Punchers risks blocking, or the Plasma risks starving. 
 

5.2. Capacity constraint resources 
 
The highest long term utilization is, according to the analyses, in the Punchers and the Plasma 
cutter. The highest average cycle times are found in the Plasma cutter (222 seconds), with the 
Surface treatment (206 seconds) and the Punchers (203 seconds) next in turn. Since different 
products with varying cycle times are manufactured in the Frame factory, bottlenecks can also 
change over time. The phenomena of shifting bottlenecks occur when machines are capable of 
producing different types of products (Lawrence and Buss, 1994).  
 
These statements will be analyzed according to applicable principles of TOC as defined in 
Theory. 
 

1. The focus should be on balancing flow, not on balancing capacity 
 

According to Segerstedt (1999) jobs should be released to prevent a future supply shortage, 
not to increase the utilization of a single machine. Jobs are released from the Rollformer to 
prevent supply shortages at the Punchers. The product mix depends on the customer orders 
and coil type and the implications of differing lead times between coils are not systematically 
planned. This can create an unbalanced flow in the Frame factory due to product mix 
implications on both capacity bottlenecks and cycle time bottlenecks. An example is when 
Rigid frames are manufactured in long series; The Puncher buffers will soon fill up, while 
Plasma buffers will empty soon. The bottleneck is then allocated to the Punchers and this 
early bottleneck might decrease work in process and also throughput time. On the other hand, 
producing long series of Tractor frames will make the Plasma cutter a bottleneck and the 
Plasma cutter buffers will increase without any intervention by planners or operators. Since 
both Puncher buffers and Plasma cutter buffers are high, the WIP has increased and the 
throughput time increased as well.  
 

2. Maximizing the output and efficiency of every resource will not maximize the 
throughput of the entire system. 
 

Cycle time reduction is a working project in the Plasma cutter and the Punchers. These are the 
perceived bottlenecks in the factory, as well as the long term bottlenecks in the analysis. 
Previous work has been done to decrease setup time in the Rollformer, preventing the 
Punchers from running empty. Previous work has also been done with increasing velocities at 
the Surface treatment to the stage that an overcapacity is located at the latter part of the 
factory. Australia frames are the exception since they travel without any real processing 
through Punchers and Plasma cutter. 
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3. An hour lost at a bottleneck or a constrained resource is an hour lost for the 
whole system. In contrast, an hour saved at a non-bottleneck resource is a mirage 
because it does not make the whole system more productive. 
 

To secure that perceived bottlenecks Punchers and Plasma cutter are kept running, 
maintenance such as changing mouthpieces and spray covers in the Plasma cutter is 
preferably done when product flow is low from previous machines. Since the Surface 
treatment is not considered a bottle neck, it can be taken down for some time to secure 
process functions until the buffer in front increases. However, buffering many Tractor frames 
and releasing these closely through the Surface treatment will create a buffer in front of the 
Engine bender.   
 

4. Inventory is needed only in front of the bottlenecks in order to prevent them 
from sitting idle, and in front of assembly and shipping points in order to protect 
customer schedules. Building inventories elsewhere should be avoided. 
 

Since the Punchers are dependent on availability in the Plasma cutter buffers, these are needed 
to be kept beneath maximum levels to ensure no blocking. To avoid starvation of the Plasma 
cutter, these are also needed to be kept above minimum. The AS/RS inventory is the buffer 
between the production process and both the Tuve assembly and the packing of shipping 
batches. These are used for matching main frames with corresponding Innerline frames, 
sequencing frame pairs, and keeping a safety stock towards the Tuve assembly. Sometimes 
inventory will be built up in front of non bottleneck resources due to machine failures.  
 

5. Work, which can be materials, information to be processed, documents, or 
customers, should be released into the system only as frequently as the 
bottlenecks need it. Bottleneck flow should be equal to the market demand. 
Pacing everything to the slowest resource minimizes inventory and operating 
expenses. 
 

Experience shows that the two main bottlenecks in the process are the Punchers and the 
Plasma cutter. Since these are located at an early point in the flow they limit the release of 
jobs into the system. The buffer after the Rollformer is usually maximized to prevent idle time 
in the Punchers. If running Tractor frames, the orders are released to as large extent as 
possible, ultimately increasing buffers between the Punchers and the Plasma cutter. Since 
market demand exceeds bottleneck flow, the demand can be set to the bottleneck rate for a 
given product mix. 
 
7. Every capital investment must be viewed from the perspective of its global impact on 

overall throughput, inventory, and operating expense. 
 

Investing in the Plasma cutter to reduce cycle times will have positive effects on throughput 
when the bottleneck shifts to this resource. Avoiding the shifting bottleneck scenario is 
another positive benefit. Inventory can be reduced through maximizing this station, but 
throughput is not increased when the bottleneck is located at the Punchers. Reducing cycle 
times in the Punchers will increase throughput if these are bottlenecks and according to 
analyses, soon shift the bottleneck to the Plasma cutter. 
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5.3. Inventory analysis 
 
In JIT target is to keep inventories low in all areas of business. (Hopp and Spearman, 2001)  
WIP can be calculated by using Little’s formula where throughput time at the Frame factory 
is the time from job release at the Rollformer until the same job has reached the finished 
goods inventory being the AS/RS. The average throughput time is measured to be 192 
minutes for a Tractor frame pair. The arrival time of frame pairs into the system from the 
Rollformer is measured to 0.23 pairs per minute. WIP in the Frame factory is every frame 
waiting in buffers, being processed or transported on conveyors with start from the 
Rollformer until the finished goods inventory. The average WIP level (Equation 9) is 
calculated with Little’s formula (Equation 1). 
 

  (9) pairsframefpWIP 44min192min*/23.0 ==
 
As suggested by Krajewski et al (2007) having a high level of WIP in front of every 
workstation fills no purpose. Instead the WIP should be located in front of the bottlenecks.  
 
The AS/RS inventory functions as a sequencing inventory into the assembly line and to the 
packing batches. Since all the Tuve assembly frames are stored in this inventory and produced 
24 hours in advance, these take up most of the room in the AS/RS. The levels of the inventory 
were measured from the Frame factory inventory system to an average of 260 frame pairs. 
With an annual production of 70,000 frame pairs and a total production time of 296 days, 
according to Equation 2 these will have a throughput time of 1.1 production days (Equation 
10). 

 

daysproduction
TH
Wn 1.1

)196/70000(
260

===  (10) 

 
The Frame factory has different material flows depending on product types. The Tractor 
frames correspond to 52 percent of the total production and use all operations in the process. 
Rigid frames have a share of about 24 percent of the total volume and use all operations 
except the Semi bender. Innerline frames with 22 percent of the total volume (IP and IL) use 
all processes except the Semi bender and the Engine bender. The Australia frames use the 
same flow as most products, but real processing is only taken place at the Rollformer and the 
Surface treatment (Blaster, Phosphate, and Paint shop).  Some rerouting can take place 
between the Puncher and the Plasma cutter since two separate buffers are feeding the Plasma 
cutter. In a pure flow shop, jobs must pass through every station in the same order as they 
were released. The general flow shop allows some jobs to skip certain operations and 
rerouting is possible. (Graves, 1981) 
 
The production flow in the Frame factory is arranged closely with buffers between resources 
ranging from five to ten frame pairs between machines. Viewing the production layout, a 
double U-shape is clearly visible. The first part (Figure 5.1) consists of Roll-forming, PIN-
marker, Punchers, Plasma cutter, Semi bender, and VIN-marker while the other U-shape 
consists of Surface treatment, Engine bender, and AS/RS inventory. The smallest buffer is the 
waiting to batch buffer between the Plasma cutter, Semi-bender, and VIN-marker. Frames are 
batched to a pair at this point. Only two pairs can be stored between these resources. 
According to Hopp and Spearman (2001) the U-shape facilitates cooperation between 
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workers, multi-skilled workers handling multiple machines, and just-in-time flow. Although 
there is one worker for every machine, the workforce can be shifted when problems occur in 
machines. 
 

 
Figure 5.1 U-shape first part with small buffers 
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5.4. Planning 
 

Master planning is done two months in advance, where volumes are gathered from all 
customers to the Frame factory. Since the goal is to have as high amount of production as 
possible at the Tuve Frame factory, as high volumes as possible will be placed there. 
Concerns about previous production levels compared to predicted volumes must be taken, 
since there is a possibility that a high inventory at Tuve needs to be minimized by taking on 
larger amounts of orders. This can be done by breaking down demand using simple key 
performance indicators (Segerstedt, 1999). Key performance indicators used are the current 
OEE-measures which takes maximum cycle time according to type and their historical 
relative share into account. Considerations are not made regarding up-coming product mix 
and which affect this has on the capacity needed or available. Segerstedt (1999) continues that 
it is necessary to gain an understanding on how many hours that are needed in a certain 
process for a certain demand.  
 
Order planning concerns material procurement such as raw material, semi-finished products, 
and components, making sure overhead plans can be executed in a timely manner. (Segerstedt 
1999) Material procurement is handled by the production planner who takes into account the 
current inventory levels of coils and comparing this with planned deliveries during the week 
and correcting deviations. 
 

5.4.1. Shop floor planning 
According to Mattsson and Jonsson (2003) shop floor planning has three main tasks: 
 

• Releasing orders in the same takt as the available capacity, ensuring reasonable 
throughput times. 

• Securing material available when jobs are planned for release 
• Planning releases of jobs in the right order with respect of time of delivery and 

throughput time.  
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The order release is carried out continuously from the Rollformer, depending on available 
space in the Puncher buffers. Since the Punchers have higher cycle times than the Rollformer 
and the PIN-marker, the buffers of 10 frame pairs will soon fill up and limit the release of 
jobs into the process. The Rollformer will continue to release jobs until the coil is finished, 
when setup time is needed to change coil. The Puncher buffers will then decrease during this 
period but are usually avoided running empty before frames from the next coil arrives. No 
working method is used to limit the WIP or Throughput time.  
 
Order release planning is carried out by the shift planner who decides in which order the coils 
are released. One coil is the minimum lot size for the different profiles, but with some 
handling, coils from low order intake can be lifted aside after the Rollformer. Orders planned 
for the Tuve assembly line (CBU) are usually planned first in a lot, and then Ghent orders are 
planned. CKD orders are fitted in between or after these depending on the status of deliveries 
which is communicated between the production planner and the shift planner. There are also 
restrictions when making sure that frames deriving from different coil profiles and assigned to 
specific packing batches are finished in a reasonable set of time The Roll forming operator is 
responsible for retrieving coils with correct profile and pre-loading these into the Rollformer, 
although other operators can help with the retrieving procedure. Throughput time in the whole 
system is managed by setting the production start for frames 24 hours before needed in the 
Tuve assembly line. No such limits exist for frames intended for other customers since these 
finished products can be stored outside the AS/RS. 
 

 

5.5. Capacity constraint leveling 
 

Finite capacity scheduling aims to control the releases of jobs with respect to short term 
loading on the work centers and thereby controlling waiting lines and the amount of work in 
process. When over- or under loading occur jobs are rescheduled to an earlier or later time to 
achieve a more leveled loading. (Mattsson & Jonsson, 2003) A JIT environment will only 
have a smooth flow of material as long as the production plan is smooth. (Hopp and 
Spearman) 
 
A review over the cycle times in Chart 5.1 shows that over- or under loading can occur in 
different resources depending on product type. Focusing on analyzed and perceived 
bottlenecks Punchers and Plasma cutter, producing a long sequence of  Rigid frames will 
create an over loading in the Punchers and the Surface treatment since average cycle times 
around 270 seconds exceed Plasma cutter and other cycle times. Series of Tractor frames with 
258 seconds cycle time in the Plasma Cutter will exceed cycle times in other resources for this 
product type. Australia frames are also exceeding customer takt times in the Surface treatment 
with 69 percent availability, but will not be further analyzed due to the low percentage of 
Australia frames (1.9 percent). 
 
The interaction between the Tractor and Rigid frames is interesting to study since these are 
the main types that exceed maximum average cycle time in Punchers and Plasma cutter. Chart 
5.4 shows the differences in cycle time between these two processes. Higher cycle times in 
the Plasma cutter will have increasing effects on the Plasma buffer, while lower cycle times 
have a decreasing effect. 
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Chart 5.4 Cycle time differences in Plasma cutter and Punchers 
 
A closer investigation of the leveling effects between different types is done. The ratio 
between Tractors to Rigid is 2.13:1 (52.0/24.4) Tractor frames for every Rigid frame. Taking 
both Tractor and Rigid frames into account when calculating average cycle times in both 
Punchers and Plasma cutter gives the average cycle time for these types.  
 

ds 226 secon
12.13
1*271 2.13*205 cle times Puncher cy =
+
+

= (11) 

 

ds 241 secon
12.13
1*2172.13*258  le times Plasma cyc =

+
+

= (12) 

 
The average cycle times are leveled out in both cases due to the interactions in the product 
mix. However, the interactions from both Innerline frames need to be added to this 
investigation. Since the Innerline frames are produced from the same coil, 55H, these will 
usually be produced at the same time. The Innerline frames account for 21.8 percent of the 
production with 89 percent of these corresponding to IP frames and 11 percent to the IL 
frames. IP Innerline frames will use on average 131 seconds in the Punchers and 154 seconds 
in the Plasma cutter. IL Innerline frames' cycle time is 205 seconds in the Punchers and 170 
seconds in the Plasma cutter. With the same interaction analysis the IP frames has a ratio of 
8.1:1 with IL frames. Equation (13) and (14) gives Puncher and Plasma cutter leveled cycle 
times. 
 

ds 139 secon 
18.1
1*2058.1*131 cle times Puncher cy =

+
+

= (13) 

 

ds 156 secon 
18.1
1*170 8.1*154 times ter cycle Plasma cut =

+
+

=  (14) 

 
In the same way Rigid and Tractor had interaction effects on the loading of the stations; the 
Innerline frames have a positive leveling effect on the workstations. From a maximum cycle 
time of 205 seconds at Punchers to a leveled cycle time of 139 seconds. A maximum cycle 
time at the Plasma cutter of 170 seconds was leveled to 156 seconds on average. Summing up 
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the total production including Australia frames the processes will give the average cycle times 
of 203 seconds in the Punchers and 222 seconds in the Plasma cutter 
 

5.5.1. Coil workload 
Today, amount of production orders primarily sets the upcoming coil to be produced. The 
smallest batch size is a coil, which determines the orders and types that are to be produced. 
Tractor and Rigid frames can be produced interchangeably from a single coil but some coils 
are “pure” Tractor or Rigid frames. As stated in the previous paragraph, Innerline frames are 
produced from the same coil. The leveling effects from coils need to be analyzed to be able to 
plan a leveled sequence. Since coils have different affects on workload in key resources the 
planned sequence was investigated from the perspective of the two bottlenecks Punchers and 
Plasma cutter. 
  
The makespan for single coils through the Punchers are compared to the same makespan in 
the Plasma cutter to investigate the work load at these resources. When subtracting the 
Puncher cutter makespan from the Punchers makespan, positive differences will increase the 
Plasma buffer while negative differences will decrease the Plasma (Chart 5.4). Frame lengths 
can differ between coil profiles thus different number of frames can be produced from any 
coil. The full analysis is found in Appendix VI.  
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A coil will on average increase the Plasma buffer by 345 seconds, however, assuming that 
both processes have similar volume capacity the coil makespan average has been normalized 
to zero. Coil types 65L / 66L / 77L / 88L are all main frame coils that contribute to increase 
the Plasma buffer. Coil types 66H / 77H / 88H all have a decreasing effect on the Plasma 
buffer. The 55H has a slight increase of the Puncher buffer, but it is needed to be taken into 
account that Innerline frames have low cycle times both in the Puncher and the Plasma which 
will make the Plasma buffer quickly increase if there are frames from another coil waiting to 
be processed in the Plasma cutter.  Sequencing High coils (66H / 77H / 88H) interchangeably 
with Low coils (65L /66L /77L /88L) should level the loading on key resources. 55H could be 
considered the exception of this method and should preferably be produced after High coils 
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or/and before Low coils. It is possible for a planner to sum up the differences in makespan 
displayed in Chart 5.4 and a result close to zero is wanted. 
 

5.6. Process measures 
 

5.6.1. Throughput 
Hopp & Spearman (2001) defines throughput as the average output of a production process 
per time unit. Throughput rate at the Frame factory is measured as frame pairs that have 
entered the AS/RS inventory in each shift. The throughput rate differs depending on what 
products currently being manufactured and the throughput rate will be analyzed under the 
simulation chapter. 
 
 

5.6.2. OEE 
Current measures used are based on the output from the production line to the AS/RS 
inventory. These are measured on a shift, week, month, and yearly basis and used for demand 
planning and organizational evaluation. According to Krajewski et al. (2007) output measures 
are best used in processes with high volumes and little customization. Input measures can be 
number of workstations passed or machine and working hours invested in a process. A 
problem with input measures is that demand is expressed as output which means that it has to 
be translated into input measures (ibid).Utilization in the Frame factory is expressed as 
average output rate divided by maximum output rate. Maximum output rate, and thereby 
maximum capacity, is calculated by considering each product type and its corresponding 
bottleneck and relative share of production. The calculations are shown in Table 5.1. 
 
Table 5.1 Current capacity measures 

 
Type Percentage Bottleneck Max ct Average ct 
Tractor 52,0% Plasma cutter 256 133,0 
Rigid 24,4% Puncher 300 73,2 
IP 19,4% Puncher 147 28,5 
IL 2,4% Puncher 147 3,5 
Australia 1,9% Surface treatment 329 6,2 
Total 100,0%   244,3 

 
According to this measure, 100 percent availability would give a cycle time of 244.3 seconds. 
Translated into output rate this gives 14.74 frame pairs per hour which gives a maximum 
capacity of approximately 104,600 frame pairs per year with 296 full production days 
 
A manufacturing cell only has as much capacity as its constraining resources (Vollman, 
2005). The analyzed and perceived constraining resources are the Puncher and the Plasma 
cutter. The whole line will then only have as much capacity as these two resources. The 
maximum average cycle time is 222 seconds and located at the Plasma cutter. With full 
availability and utilization this would, according to Equation13, imply that the Plasma has a 
maximum capacity of 115,200 and that 72,000 frame pairs will be achieved with 63 percent 
utilization.  
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115200
222

60*60*24*296
==capacityPlasma   (13)  

 
At the same point, the Punchers have the annual capacity of over 125,000 frame pairs with 
full availability. Target volume would be reached with 58 percent utilization. 
 

 980,125
203

60*60*24*296
==capacityPunchers   (14) 

The gap between current OEE measure and the gross capacity analyzed using cycle times 
indicates that the production line has higher gross capacity than previously assumed.  
 

5.6.3. Bottleneck OEE calculation 
 
Availability was defined as gross capacity in chapter 3.3.2. Availability is calculated with 
Equation 4 in chapter 3.3.3. In the OEE framework availability takes into account the losses 
due to equipment failure and break down along with setup times and adjustment time. The 
availability calculations are shown below to be used in the complete OEE calculations later.  
 

%80%100*
296

)
60
5(*2960)

860
60(*296

=
−−

+=tyAvailabiliPunchers  (15) 

%87%100*
296

)
240

3(*2960)
536

36(*296
=

−−
+=tyAvailabiliPlasma  (16) 

 
According to Nakajima (1992) Performance is the fraction of the used time that the machine 
is actually doing work and is calculated through Equation 5 in chapter 3.3.3. Losses that lead 
to decreasing Performance consist of idling and minor stoppage losses and speed losses due to 
deviances from design speed (Jonsson and Lesshammar, 1999).  
 
The Punchers and Plasma Performances are:  
 

%70%100*
80,0*60*60*24*296

70000*203
==ePerformancPunchers  (17) 

%70%100*
87,0*60*60*24*296

70000*222
==ePerformancPlasma . (18) 

 
Quality is a measured that is not closely studied, but assuming a quality level close to 99% 
shows Punchers and Plasma cutter OEE close to or under 60 percent (Equation 19 and 20). 
 

%56%99*%70*%80 ==OEEPunchers   (19) 
 

%60%99*%70*%87 ==OEEPlasma    (20) 
 
This is far from the OEE above 85% that Nakajima (1992) found in some high performing 
factories (Equation 8). 
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The Punchers and Plasma shows considerably lower Performance rates compared to a highly 
effective process with 95% Performance rates. Reflecting back on observations by the 
authors, idling and other speed losses should not correspond to these magnitudes of losses. A 
possible reason is that manual down time logging does not cover all down time losses which 
increases Availability but decreases Performance. However, when summing up the 
constituents of the OEE measure, the cycle time and the available time are the main factors of 
influence. OEE shows how much time that is value adding operating time for a process in 
relation to how much time that is planned operating time in the same process. 
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6. Simulation Analysis & Results 
In this chapter analysis and results based on simulation testing are presented. First the 
simulation model is described briefly followed by testing on product type capacity, setup times 
and planning method. 
 

6.1. Model description  
The simulation model is built using AutoMod which is a specialized application for 
manufacturing and material handling simulations. According to Banks (2005) definition the 
model is a stochastic discrete event simulation. The production line is built to imitate the real 
system to as a high extent as possible with transportation equipment, machines and buffers 
(Figure 6.1). 
 

 
Figure 6.1 Discrete event model of the Frame factory 

 
The input file consists of historical values for one production week. This includes product 
type, coil profile, length, customer, and due date. The output file is generated by AutoMod 
and consists of all statistics used to analyze the result of changes made to the model. The 
model logic is the structure and consists of transport routes, conveyor speeds, buffer sizes and 
variables.  The machine processing times are either calculated from product unique attributes 
or set to constant values. As machine failure- and repair time measures of MTTR and MTTF 
is used. From validation between the model and performance measures, down time was 
increased until throughput, lead time, and other variables were found valid. Figure 6.2 shows 
a schematic picture of how the discrete event model is built: 
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Figure 6.2 Model structure 
 
The model is built with a possibility to use Microsoft Excel as an interface which is shown in 
Appendix VII: Excel interface for AutoMod Simulation model.   

6.2. Simulation experiments 
 

6.2.1. Experimental hypotheses 
 

 Product types will have different effects on the performance measures throughput, 
utilization, WIP, and lead time. 

 The setup time in the Rollformer will affect throughput depending on buffer stock size 
in front of the Punchers. 

 The coil scheduling method will have positive effects on performance measures WIP, 
lead time, and utilization of bottlenecks. 

 

6.2.2. Product mix 
To analyze the capacity of the different products and the workload it put to the machines four 
simulation runs are done. The original runs are based on the unaltered product mix from one 
production week. The three main types of products have been selected from this week to 
gather input Results can be viewed in Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1 Product mix simulation 
( 10 runs ) Original Tractor Rigid Innerline
Average Throughput [fp/h] 10,95 10,36 8,68 15,29
Utilization
Rollformer 31,3% 28,5% 34,2% 30,0%
PIN-marker 17,9% 18,4% 15,4% 15,2%
Puncher 1 64,3% 60,8% 68,5% 66,0%
Puncher 2 62,2% 58,6% 66,8% 64,2%
Plasma cutter 62,5% 68,3% 45,6% 60,5%
Semi-bender 22,3% 36,0% 0,0% 0,0%
VIN 47,1% 48,0% 40,8% 45,5%
Blaster and Phosphate [fp] 7,8 7,4 6,2 11,0 fp
Paintshop  [fp] 6,5 6,2 5,2 9,2 fp
Engine bender 38,8% 46,0% 38,6% 0,0%
Down time
Puncher 1 29,6% 29,6% 29,6% 29,6%
Puncher 2 31,0% 31,0% 31,0% 31,0%
Plasma cutter 25,2% 25,2% 25,2% 25,2%
Average WIP 42,8 42,5 32,7 60,8
Average Throughput time [min] 215 227 202 224
 

 
The machines with highest average utilization can be found at the Punchers and the Plasma 
cutter. The Surface treatment values are average number of pairs being processed. The highest 
average throughput rate is when producing Innerline frames (15.29 fp / hour) and the lowest is 
when producing Rigid frames (8.68 fp / hour). Utilization shows used time in relation to total 
time, which is similar to the OEE measure. The differences in utilization of the punching 
machines are due to slightly different downtimes and processing speed capabilities. How the 
bottlenecks are shifting depending on product type appears when looking at the utilization of 
the punching machines and Plasma cutter when testing Tractor and Rigid frames. The input 
file for Innerline frames contains longer than average and therefore the bottlenecks appear at 
the Punching machines instead of the Plasma cutter as in the analysis. The analysis shows that 
Rigid frames generate the lowest throughput rate while Innerline frames have the highest. The 
longest lead time is when producing large quantities of Tractor frames as well as Innerline 
frames. Innerline together with tractor frames fill the line with WIP while Rigid frames drain 
the line from WIP due to an early bottleneck.   
 
As stated in chapter 4.7, a performance above 10.9 pairs per hour is considered to reach 
target, regardless of produced mix. In Table 6.2 the throughput rate for different frame types 
is compared with the “Original” product mix which was used for validation.  
 

Table 6.2 Throughput weighting 
Original Tractor Rigid Innerline

Average Throughput (TH) [fp/h] 10,95 10,36 8,68 15,29
Performance weighting (TH original/ TH type) 1 1,06 1,26 0,72  

 
A performance target could be weighted to corresponding product type and its throughput rate 
in a process with an OEE corresponding to 77,800 frame pairs per year (10.95 fp / hour).  
 

6.2.3. Setup time Rollformer 
The major setup time is located at the Rollformer which is feeding the Punching machines 
with frames. It is a time consuming task to lift the new coil in its place and make adjustments 
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at the Rollformer. The current setup time ranges from 15 to 25 minutes depending on operator 
and coil. As stated by Krajewski et al. (2007) an hour lost in the bottleneck will be an hour 
lost for the whole factory. The punching machines does not always work as a bottleneck, 
primary when tractor frames are being manufactured, but to test the average effects that an 
increasing setup time has on the average throughput, input from the original product mix was 
used. The setup time at the Rollformer is the time elapsed from the last frame being rolled out 
on a coil until a new is ready to be transported to the Punching machines. The input measures 
used in the simulation is constant setup times ranging from 15 to a maximum of 40 minutes. 
Studied output is average throughput per hour. The simulation is run for 20 days using 5 
replicates with 12 hour warm-up time. The results show that it is critical to always have 
frames in front of the punching machines as illustrated in Chart 6.1. The setup time does get 
more critical if the buffers ahead of the machines are only filled to half before the setup 
begins. 
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Chart 6.1 Rollformer setup simulation results 
 

6.2.4. Leveled planning 
Three different approaches to releasing coils tested in the simulation model. First the original 
data from a production week is run as a reference run followed by the suggested release 
method based on short term loading on the bottlenecks. The third run is done as “worst case” 
where the same or similar coils are released in longer series. An illustration of the two latter 
methods is shown in Figure 6.3. Each scenario has 10 replicates which are done twice, one 
with higher availability of the machines and one with lower.  
 

Leveled production plan based on short term loading on the bottlenecks

Practical worst case

High coils Low coils 55L  
Figure 6.3 Two different approaches to releasing coils 
 
Featured results from the simulated testing can be found in Table 6.3. Full results can be 
found in Appendix IX. Releasing coils with consideration of short term loading performs 
better in throughput rate, lead time and WIP. while releasing similar coils in series perform 
worst. When the availability in resources is lower, the sequence of coils becomes less 
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important. Releasing coils as suggested give a more leveled flow and lowers the risk of 
blocking the punching machines and starving the Plasma cutter. The utilization of both the 
punching machines and the Plasma cutter were slightly higher when coils are released with 
consideration to short term loading. Although the magnitude of the changes can be discussed, 
this resulted in a shorter mean lead time and less average WIP. The average throughput from 
worst to best is approximately 1 % higher. Major reasons for these small changes can be that 
coil sizes are large which gives a small interaction between coils, and the leveling effects will 
be reduced. Business graphs from Excel with throughput rates from the leveled “Coilplan” 
and the unleveled “Original” plan are shown in Appendix IX. 
 
Table 6.3 Coil sequence results 
 
( 10 runs )

Coilplan Original Worst case Coilplan Original Worst case
Frame pairs / hour 13,16 13,06 13,04 11,02 10,96 10,91
Mean lead time [min] 204,6 208,7 208,2 215,8 217,8 217,5
WIP 48,3 49,1 48,9 43,1 43,4 43,2

High availability Low availability
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7. Constraint working method 
The conclusions from both constraint and simulation analysis are presented in this chapter. 
The production environment is defined to determine in what environment the conclusions are 
applicable. 

7.1.  Production layout 
 
The Tuve Frame factory is a production flow producing with high production volumes and 
highly repetitive tasks. According to Krajewski et al. this gives faster processing rates, lower 
inventories and less time lost to setups and materials handling. Products might skip particular 
machines depending on product type which fits the general flow shop environment defined by 
Silver et al. (1998). The U-shape of the production flow facilitates cooperation between 
workers which is necessary to improve production performance. The buffers in front of the 
Punchers sets the required pace for setups in the Rollformer. Keeping the buffer levels in front 
of the Punchers at a high level gives time to perform setups without any Punchers idling. 
Small buffers between the Punchers and the Plasma cutter put high pressure on availability in 
these resources since they are easily affected by each other’s down-time. The “slim” layout of 
the production line gives an excellent opportunity of working with Just-in-time principles to 
achieve process excellence along with customer satisfaction. Theory of Constraints will 
provide management and workers with the right perspective on bottleneck management. 
 

7.2.  Bottleneck management 
 
Identified long term bottlenecks were both the Punchers and the Plasma cutters. 
Concentrating on other resources will not increase throughput, but could reduce lead time and 
WIP. According to TOC, the second step is to exploit the bottlenecks. By reducing the time 
that these are idle, throughput can be increased. Losses in bottlenecks should be reduced and 
can occur during: 
 

 Rollformer setups – Reducing setup time and keeping buffers high before setup 
decreases risks of the Punchers idling. 

 
 Breaks and shift changes - Keeping both Punchers and Plasma running during 

breaks and shift changes. The fact that the line is constructed in a U-shape facilitates 
this when few operators can monitor these resources. 

 
 Down time and speed losses in Punchers and Plasma cutter – OEE: s close to 60 

percent in both resources should be increased. An important aspect is measuring 
machine deviation to find down time causes and help preventive maintenance. The 
largest contributor to throughput losses is down time in these resources. Manual 
logging cannot account for all losses at current rate and should be measured and 
connected to the OEE framework for identifying losses. 

 
 Cycle time reduction in Plasma cutter – Since the Plasma cutter has a cycle time 

approximately 20 seconds above the Punchers on average, while working, the 
Punchers will outperform the Plasma cutter. Decreasing cycle times in the Plasma 
cutter will decrease buffer level variations due to product mix. 
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Except Roll forming, all other operations are subordinated to the bottlenecks since these are 
placed downstream to the Punchers and Plasma cutter. If the bottleneck rates still miss to 
satisfy market demand, other actions for increasing capacity must take place. Investments 
should be evaluated from the impact on throughput. Currently, only investments connected to 
Punchers and Plasma cutter can increase throughput, unless quality is improved by the 
investment. 
 

7.3. Controlling flow 
 

The causes for shifting bottlenecks are not the products, but the production mix. Keeping a 
leveled workload at workstations will decrease variations due to product mix. This can be 
done using JIT principles and some are defined below: 
 

 Controlling product mix. To minimize variations in shift throughput, lead time, and 
WIP, the product mix needs to be kept steady to as detailed level as possible. 
Calculated product workload can be used for controlling if the product mix is uniform 
in every period of time (month, week, day and shift). The product mix needs to be 
uniform from master planning down to shop floor planning. Rigid and Tractor, and 
also Australia should be evenly distributed in coils and in a series of coils. Since 
customer orders do not arrive optimized for the process, these will need to be 
rearranged. Production orders assigned for different customers (CBU, CKD and 
Ghent) could be arranged interchangeably in a coil to achieve a leveled workload. A 
manual system is not preferable when making these changes. Installing a planning 
system with overview on process specifics such as due date, frame type, length, 
packing batch, and customer makes this possible 

 
 Smooth production plan. Workload can be leveled by avoiding long series of the 

same coil. Mixing between coils as described in Chapter 5.5.1 will avoid putting the 
system under unnecessary stress. A leveled production plan will also decrease the risk 
of blocking the Punchers or other restricting resources. Releasing coils in a sequence 
that takes keeps the Plasma buffer even will minimize lead times and WIP. 

 
 Decreasing coil size will even out the production mix. The piles in Chart 5.5 will 

decrease as the coil size decreases. Packing batches from different coils will have a 
shorter makespan thus stored a shorter time in the AS/RS inventory before shipping. 
At a minimum, long sequences from the same coil type should be avoided both due to 
AS/RS levels and the unleveled production mix. A facilitator for smaller batch sizes is 
lowering setup times in the Rollformer to prevent the Punchers from running idle.  
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7.4.  Measuring processes 
 

To elevate bottlenecks the efficiency losses in these needs to be visualized. Measuring OEE 
and connecting the output measure used today to actual performance in resources, will give a 
measure connected to actual performance and not shifts in product mix. 
 

 Bottleneck measures. The OEE framework should be used when measuring the key 
resources Punchers and Plasma. Until thorough measuring devices are in place, the 
measure shown in Appendix X could be used. This takes actual processing time and 
available time into account and the difference between these factors are losses.  The 
serious implications of a malfunctioning Rollformer makes this station a key resource 
as well and could be measured in the same framework. Decreasing losses in primarily 
Punchers and Plasma cutters should be prioritized. 
 

 Connecting measures to frame type.  According to simulation analysis, a process 
with capacity of average 77,800 frame pairs per year (current 75% OEE) could use 
following weighting which is closer connected to actual efficiency in the facility: 

 
• Tractor  =  1,06 
• Rigid  =  1,26 
• Innerline  = 0,72 
• Australia = 1,08 
 

Since different types have interaction effects, keeping a leveled production mix as 
described earlier will have positive effects on both the performance measure and the 
average throughput.   
 

 Instating flow measures.  Investigating variances in throughput rate and throughput 
time in the production line and the AS/RS will give important information for future 
work with decreasing levels of inventory in the AS/RS and shipping inventory.  
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8. Discussion 
The authors will conclude this thesis by comparing the results and recommendations with 
goals in Chapter 1. Further, the authors will evaluate the possibility to generalize the results. 
Interesting areas for future research will end this thesis. 

 

8.1. Thesis goal evaluation 
The first goal was to define the current state of the production line, and to identify its 
constraints. The authors found that the current state of the production line was a high volume 
general flow shop with small buffer stocks and closely arranged resources similar to lines 
described under the JIT ideology. Variations in production lines constructed in Just-in-time 
spirit will make the system respond, which was also found in this line. Variations in key 
resources, due to low Availability and Performance, increases variations in output which is a 
driver for keeping higher levels of finished goods inventory (FGI).  
 
Other variations were found due to product mix composition, which is closely connected with 
the second goal; to develop a comprehensive and useful order release method. Products 
produced in the Frame factory each have different bottlenecks which lead to a shifting 
bottleneck phenomenon. The solution to avoiding this phenomenon is a leveled production 
mix and smaller batches. Curing the leveling problem has small tradeoffs in workload and 
cost and should be easy to implement which answers to the targeted usefulness. Decreasing 
batch size has larger tradeoffs since more setups will have to be done and, in this case, coil 
size and price must be renegotiated with suppliers. The potential gains for this solution is less 
variations in output rate and order releases closer fitted to market demand thus reducing lead 
time and FGI levels.  
 
The third goal was to build a simulation model for constraint and order release testing. A 
discrete event model was built using AutoMod™ with an underlying target of future use as an 
organizational tool for visualizing and evaluating changes in the process. The testing showed 
supported analysis in stating that current down time logging cannot explain all production 
time losses in key resources. Testing the leveled order release method shows that a planning 
method can make small improvements in WIP levels and throughput time from avoiding short 
term over- and under loading of resources. Some improvements in process capacity can be 
achieved by reducing blocking and starving of key resources by lowering variations in buffer 
stocks. It is the authors’ opinion that a planning method can primarily improve lead time and 
decrease FGI levels. To achieve higher increases in capacity, improvements on the OEE 
Availability measure in key resources is necessary.  
 
The authors expanded the thesis to include an evaluation of the current output based OEE 
measure used, which can contribute to an unleveled planning and an underestimation of 
maximum capacity. Installing an input based OEE measure, which categorizes losses in 
capacity, can support maintenance and continuous improvement work in identified 
bottlenecks. Testing of product type and the output measure shows that the output measure 
throughput rate varies due to product type, while input measures (resource utilization, OEE) 
remain at the same level. 
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8.2. General points 
Some of the results can be generalized to a high volume-, low buffer stock-, general flow 
shop- production line. The issue of shifting bottlenecks is only briefly discussed in researched 
literature and this thesis can give some explanation of this phenomenon. The main reasons for 
shifting bottlenecks in the observed line were found to be an unleveled planning and large 
batch sizes in combination with small buffer stocks between shifting bottlenecks. After 
attending to these issues, one resource should appear as the short term and long term 
bottleneck. 
 
The investigated line has two main bottlenecks placed at an early point in the production line 
which prevents WIP to build up in the line depending on early order releases.  There is still a 
risk of building large FGI levels due to early order releases. 
 

8.3. Further research 
The authors find the investigated production line interesting and find that other areas deserve 
attention as well as studied areas. Although main objectives today concern increasing 
capacity, negative shifting demand can set higher pressure on keeping inventory levels of raw 
material and FGI at lower levels. Three areas of future research are suggested by the authors: 
 

• Evaluation and implementation of a production control system connected to OEE 
measures and the concept of autonomation described in JIT. Today maintenance is 
carried out according to plan twice a week and after break-downs. Installing an 
automated logging system in key resources can give necessary input for preventive 
maintenance and the timing of maintenance. There might be a possibility that 
currently used maintenance schedule is not optimal for all resources. Scheduling 
maintenance more frequently could have positive effects on volume and predictability. 
 

• Setting appropriate batch sizes and connecting demand with ordering procedures 
for coils. As suggested in this thesis, smaller coils have positive effects on leveled 
loading and FGI levels. Which batch sizes are appropriate in the Frame factory and 
what solution is most cost efficient? 

 
• Appropriate levels of FGI connected to predicting output levels and viable levels 

of delivery reliability. Today a 24 hour safety lead time is used in the production line 
for assembly line in Gothenburg and longer time for other customers. Estimating what 
levels of FGI that will achieve the best economical alternative can be an interesting 
alternative. 
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Appendix I: OEE Calculations 
 
Availability 
Equation I1 shows how the availability of a process can be calculated using MTTF and 
MTTR in OEE framework (Hopp and Spearman, 2001, Nakajima, 1992) 
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An example given by Nakajima (1992): The total time is 480 minutes per day. Subtracting 
planned stop time gives an available time of 460 minutes per day. The stop time every day 
consists of break downs, setups, adjustments of 20 minutes each. Used time will then be 400 
minutes. 
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Using (I2) with the notions MTTF and MTTR for break downs, the same result will be 
achieved: 
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Performance 
The same definition of used time is used in the Performance calculations: 
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Quality 
The definition from Nakajima (1992) is used for quality: 
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OEE 
The complete efficiency measure is calculated through (Nakajima, 1992):  

(Q)(P)OEE= (A) ××      (I6) 
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Appendix II: The Production line 
 
Table II.1 Down time and cycle times 

MTBF MTTF MTTR Setup Adj.time Adj. frequence
Roll former 125 109 17 23 - -
PIN-marker - - - - - -
Punchers 67 60 8 - 5 60

Puncher 1 74 65 9 - 5 60
Puncher 2 61 55 6 - 5 60

Plasma cutter 41 36 5 - 3 240
Semi-bender 473 470 3 - - -
VIN-marker 169 166 3 - - -
Blaster & Phospate 395 372 23 - - -
Paint shop 3807 3793 14 - - -
Engine bender 2549 2519 30 - - -

Operator logged downtime statistics during v37-v45 2007

Average Tractor Rigid IP IL Australia Maximum ct
Percentage 100% 51.95% 24.39% 19.39% 2.40% 1.87% -
Length 6,38 6,17 8,67 3,68 6,17 10,74 -
Roll former 102 99 139 59 99 172 172
PIN-marker 124 124 124 62 124 124 124
Punchers 203 205 271 131 205 41 271

Puncher 1 425 427 567 272 427 82 567
Puncher 2 389 392 518 251 392 82 518

Plasma cutter 222 258 217 154 170 60 258
Semi-bender 83 160 0 0 0 0 160
VIN-marker 133 144 144 100 100 49 144
Blaster & Phospate 206 200 268 133 200 323 323
Paint shop 206 200 266 135 200 320 320
Engine bender 184 222 222 62 62 62 222
Maximum ct 222 258 271 154 205 323 -

Process statistics

Cycle times [s]

Down time [min]
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Appendix III: Coils and Roll forming 
Average length of coils is 280 meters. 
 
Table III.1 Different coil profiles 
 

Profile Thickness Width/Height Frame pairs / coil Coil percentage 
55H 5 277/80 30 17,7% 

65L 6.5 266/90 28 16,0% 

66L 6 266/90 30 0,5% 

66H 6 300/90 8 4,1% 

77L 7 266/90 25 7,9% 

77H 7 300/90 17 17,5% 

88L 8 266/90 20 12,6% 

88H 8 300/90 17 23,6% 
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Appendix IV: Time studies 
 

Punchers 

 
 
 
Graph IV.1 Puncher 1 time studies 

 
Graph IV.2 Puncher 2 time studies 
 
Plasma cutter 
 

 
Graph IV.3 Plasma cutter time studies 
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Appendix V: Capacity and Utilization 
 
Table V.1 Capacity statistics 

Gross capacity/
Resource Setup time Down time Adj. time Availability
Roll fomer 13% 13% - 73%
PIN-marker - - - 100%
Puncher 1 - 12% 8% 79%
Puncher 2 - 10% 8% 81%
Plasma cutter - 11% 1% 87%
Semi-bender - 1% - 99%
VIN-marker - 2% - 98%
Surface treatment - 6% - 94%
Engine bender - 1% - 99%

Average cycle time Available time [hours]
70 000 72000 (296 days)

Roll fomer 102 1985 2042 7104
PIN-marker 124 2411 2480 7104
Puncher 1 425 4128 4246 7104
Puncher 2 389 3785 3893 7104
Plasma cutter 222 4315 4438 7104
Semi-bender 83 1616 1662 7104
VIN-marker 133 2579 2653 7104
Surface treatment 206 4000 4115 7104
Engine bender 184 3580 3683 7104

70000 72000
Roll fomer 38% 39%
PIN-marker 34% 35%
Puncher 1 73% 75%
Puncher 2 66% 67%
Plasma cutter 70% 72%
Semi-bender 23% 24%
VIN-marker 37% 38%
Surface treatment 60% 61%
Engine bender 51% 52%

Utilization = (Ideal cycle time * Processed or projected volume)/(Available time*Availability)

Ideal cycle time*processed volume [hours]

Utilization

 
 
Equation (3) is used for calculating utilization.  
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Appendix VI: Coil type differences in lead time 
Table VI.1 Spreadsheet data from coil type analysis 
 
Data from time studies Average Tractor Rigid IP IL Australia Maximum ct
Roll former 102 99 139 59 99 172 172
PIN 124 124 124 62 124 124 124
Punchers 203 205 271 131 205 41 271

Punching 1 425 427 567 272 427 82 567
Punching 2 389 392 518 251 392 82 518

Plasma cutter 222 258 217 154 170 60 258
Semi 83 160 0 0 0 0 160
VIN 133 144 144 100 100 49 144
Blaster & Phospate 206 200 268 133 200 323 323
Paint shop 206 200 266 135 200 320 320
Engine bender 184 222 222 62 62 62 222
Maximum ct 222 258 271 154 205 323
Data from production week 20071119-20071126

Typ Antal Tractor Rigid IP IL Australia Total
55 High 30 0% 0% 88% 12% 0% 100%
65 Low 28 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
66 Low 30 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
66 High 8 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 100%
77 Low 25 93% 7% 0% 0% 0% 100%
77 High 17 23% 77% 0% 0% 0% 100%
88 Low 20 92% 8% 0% 0% 0% 100%
88 High 17 31% 69% 0% 0% 0% 100%

[s]
Average 55H 65L 66L 66H 77L 77H 88L 88H

Roll former 2192 1908 2764 2962 1109 2539 2201 2040 2147
PIN 2409 2080 3472 3720 992 3100 2108 2480 2108
Punchers 4492 4184 5731 6140 2170 5236 4351 4203 4261

Punching 1 9375 8708 11955 12809 4538 10924 9094 8770 8906
Punching 2 8592 8027 10968 11751 4142 10018 8309 8041 8140

Plasma cutter 4837 4669 7218 7733 1739 6372 3853 5089 3907
Semi bender 1714 0 4480 4800 0 3714 626 2937 841
VIN 2901 3000 4032 4320 1152 3600 2448 2880 2448
Blaster & Phospate 4428 4223 5602 6002 2140 5122 4284 4112 4194
Paint shop 4430 4277 5607 6007 2127 5124 4264 4113 4176
Engine bender 3983 1860 6216 6660 1776 5550 3774 4440 3774
Total except Surface 22528 17700 33912 36335 8938 30111 19360 24069 19486
Percentage of frame sides 100,0% 24,4% 20,6% 0,7% 1,5% 9,1% 13,7% 11,6% 18,5%
Frame pairs per coil 30 28 30 8 25 17 20 17
Average length of frame sides 4,41 5,94 5,93 8,11 6,14 8,95 6,37 8,18
Number of trucks Classified
Number of coils Classified
Percentage of coils 1 18% 16% 1% 4% 8% 18% 13% 24%

Difference between Plasma and Tractor for a coil

Standard coil 55H (18%) 65L (16%) 66L (1%) 66H (4%) 77L (8%) 77H (18%) 88L (13%) 88H (24%)
Plasma cutter lead time - Punchers lead tim 345 485 1487 1593 -431 1137 -498 886 -354
Weighted average 0,00 140 1142 1248 -776 792 -843 541 -699
Length optimized 275 154 1662 1790 -313 1273 -887 889 -483
Weighted average -42 -121 1387 1515 -588 998 -1162 614 -758
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Appendix VII: Excel interface for AutoMod Simulation model 
 
Indata Balk

Processtider

Antal balkpar i lista Select

Avlyft Select 1 = aktiverat 0 = ej aktiverat
Select s för avlyft alt. Pålyft per balkpar

Rullformare Select meter per 10 minuter (m/min)*10
Select Ställtid min

PIN Select s Punches per 10 meters Select punches/(10m)

Stans 1 Select s / 100 slag Select transport
Stans 2 Select s / 100 slag Select utan förladdning

Plasma Select s / tractor1 A_type = 1
Select s / tractor2 A_type = 2
Select s / rigid1 A_type = 3
Select s / rigid2 A_type = 4
Select s / IP pair A_type = 5
Select s / IL A_type = 6
Select s / Aus A_type = 7

Semi-bock Select s

VIN Select s
Select s IL

Ytbehandling Not used

Måleri Not used

Motorbock Select s

Inlastning höglager Select s

Coils

Antal balkar per Select 55H
Select 65L
Select 66H
Select 66L
Select 77H
Select 77L
Select 88H
Select 88L

Höglager

Liggtid Select Genomsnittlig liggtid i lager (h)

Stopptider
Take resource down Bring resource up

Rullformare MTTF 108 min MTTR 9 min 0,923

PIN MTTF 1000 min MTTR 1 min 0,999

Stans 1 MTTF 63 min MTTR 9 min 0,875

Stans 2 MTTF 51 min MTTR 6 min 0,895

Plasma MTTF 39 min MTTR 5 min 0,886

Semi-bock MTTF 470 min MTTR 6 min 0,987

VIN MTTF 166 min MTTR 5 min 0,971

Ytbehandling MTTF 740 min MTTR 23 min 0,970

Måleri MTTF 740 min MTTR 23 min 0,970

Motorbock MTTF 200 min MTTR 10 min 0,952

Inlastning höglager MTTF 2519 min MTTR 30 min 0,988

Försäkra er om att rätt celler är låsta och att input är skrivet i heltal!

Förväntad tillgänglighet

 
Figure VII. Excel interface 
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Appendix VIII: Simulation results 
 
Table VIII.1 Planning method 

 
 
Table VIII.2 Product mix 

 
 
Table VIII.3 Setup time Rollformer 

 

( 10 runs )
Coilplan Original Worst case Coilplan Original Worst case

Frame pairs / hour Average 13,16 13,06 13,04 11,02 10,96 10,91
Std. Dev. 0,10 0,09 0,09 0,17 0,14 0,13

Mean lead time [min] Average 204,6 208,7 208,2 215,8 217,8 217,5
Std. Dev. 5,4 5,2 5,2 3,8 3,2 3,5

WIP Average 48,3 49,1 48,9 43,1 43,4 43,2
Std. Dev. 1,2 1,2 1,1 0,9 0,7 0,8

Puncher 1 buffer Average 5,3 5,7 5,7 5,2 5,3 5,2
Std. Dev. 0,3 0,3 0,2 0,5 0,4 0,4

Puncher 2 buffer Average 6,6 7,0 6,9 5,9 6,0 5,9
Std. Dev. 0,3 0,2 0,2 0,5 0,5 0,4

Utilization
Puncher 1 Average 75,6% 75,0% 75,0% 64,7% 64,2% 64,2%

Std. Dev. 0,7% 0,5% 0,6% 1,0% 0,7% 0,7%
Puncher 2 Average 76,5% 75,6% 75,5% 62,6% 62,3% 62,2%

Std. Dev. 0,6% 0,4% 0,4% 1,5% 1,3% 1,2%
Plasma cutter Average 78,2% 77,8% 77,7% 67,2% 66,9% 66,7%

Std. Dev. 0,6% 0,4% 0,5% 0,9% 0,7% 0,7%
Down time
Puncher 1 19,7% 19,7% 19,7% 29,7% 29,7% 29,7%
Puncher 2 17,9% 17,9% 17,9% 31,0% 31,0% 31,0%
Plasma cutter 12,5% 12,5% 12,5% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0%

Low availabilityHigh availability

( 10 runs ) Original Tractor Rigid Innerline
Average Throughput [fp/h] 10,95 10,36 8,68 15,29
Utilization
Rollformer 31,3% 28,5% 34,2% 30,0%
PIN-marker 17,9% 18,4% 15,4% 15,2%
Puncher 1 64,3% 60,8% 68,5% 66,0%
Puncher 2 62,2% 58,6% 66,8% 64,2%
Plasma cutter 62,5% 68,3% 45,6% 60,5%
Semi-bender 22,3% 36,0% 0,0% 0,0%
VIN 47,1% 48,0% 40,8% 45,5%
Surface treatment [fp] 7,8 7,4 6,2 11,0
Paintshop  [fp] 6,5 6,2 5,2 9,2
Engine bender 38,8% 46,0% 38,6% 0,0%
Down time
Puncher 1 29,6% 29,6% 29,6% 29,6%
Puncher 2 31,0% 31,0% 31,0% 31,0%
Plasma cutter 25,2% 25,2% 25,2% 25,2%
Average WIP 42,8 42,5 32,7 60,8
Average Throughput time [min] 215 227 202 224

( 5 runs )
Setup time [min] 15 20 25 30 25 30 35 40
Throughput [fp/h] 12,6 12,6 12,5 12,1 12,6 12,5 12,5 12,3
Throughput time [min] 171,2 174,0 170,1 158,6 190,2 185,9 179,9 173,7
WIP 39,6 40,2 39,2 35,7 43,6 42,6 41,2 39,5
Utilization
Plasma cutter 78,3% 78,3% 77,8% 75,0% 78,2% 78,0% 77,7% 76,7%
Puncher 1 77,1% 77,1% 76,8% 74,5% 77,2% 77,1% 77,1% 76,4%
Puncher 2 78,0% 78,0% 77,4% 74,5% 77,9% 77,6% 77,1% 75,8%
Down time
Plasma cutter 12,6% 12,6% 12,6% 12,6% 12,6% 12,6% 12,6% 12,6%
Puncher 1 19,8% 19,8% 19,8% 19,8% 19,8% 19,8% 19,8% 19,8%
Puncher 2 18,2% 18,2% 18,2% 18,2% 18,2% 18,2% 18,2% 18,2%

5 frame pairs in buffer 10 frame pairs in buffer
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Appendix IX: AutoMod graphs  
 
The two graphs illustrates the variations in throughput when coils are released using the two 
different approaches discussed in chapter 6. 
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Appendix X: Simple OEE measure 
 
Table X.1 OEE measurement 
 

 
 

Simplified OEE

Punchers Plasma cutter
Number of Tractor*avg.cycle time Number of Tractor*avg.cycle time

+ Number of Rigid*avg.cycle time + Number of Rigid*avg.cycle time
+ Number of Innerlines*avg.cycle time + Number of Innerlines*avg.cycle time
/ (Total time - planned stop time) / (Total time - planned stop time)

= Punchers OEE% = Plasma cutter OEE%
1-OEE%= Losses 1-OEE%= Losses

Produced during period

 69 
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